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arity violation in chiral molecules:
theory, spectroscopic experiment and
biomolecular homochirality

Martin Quack, Georg Seyfang and Gunther Wichmann

The reflection (or ‘mirror’) symmetry of space is among the fundamental symmetries of physics. It is connected

to the conservation law for the quantum number parity and a fundamental ‘non-observable’ property of space

(as defined by an absolute ‘left-handed’ or ‘right-handed’ coordinate system). The discovery of the violation of

this symmetry – the non-conservation of parity or ‘parity violation’ – in 1956/1957 had an important influence

on the further development of physics. In chemistry the mirror symmetry of space is connected to the

existence of enantiomers as isomers of chiral (‘handed’) molecules. These isomers would relate to each

other as idealized left or right hand or as image and mirror image and would be energetically exactly

equivalent with perfect space inversion symmetry. Parity violation results in an extremely small ‘parity

violating’ energy difference between the ground states of the enantiomers which can be theoretically

calculated to be about 100 aeV to 1 feV (equivalent to 10�11 to 10�10 J mol�1), depending on the molecule,

but which has not yet been detected experimentally. Its detection remains one of the great challenges of

current physical–chemical stereochemistry, with implications also for fundamental problems in physics. In

biochemistry and molecular biology one finds a related fundamental question unanswered for more than

100 years: the evolution of ‘homochirality’, which is the practically exclusive preference of one chiral,

enantiomeric form as building blocks in the biopolymers of all known forms of life (the L-amino acids in

proteins and D-sugars in DNA, not the reverse D-amino acids or L-sugars). In astrobiology the spectroscopic

detection of homochirality could be used as strong evidence for the existence of extraterrestrial life, if any.

After a brief conceptual and historical introduction we review the development, current status, and

progress along these three lines of research: theory, spectroscopic experiment and the outlook towards an

understanding of the evolution of biomolecular homochirality.
1. Introduction

Molecular chirality is of fundamental importance in stereo-
chemistry and has, indeed, been crucial in the development of
our understanding of the foundations of physical–chemical
stereochemistry.1 Advances in the understanding and uses of
chiral molecules are reected by numerous Nobel prizes over
more than a century beginning with the rst to van't Hoff (1901,
a founder of stereochemistry, while the prize citation emphasized
other achievements) shortly thereaer to Emil Fischer (1902) and
AlfredWerner (1913),2,3 andmore recently V. Prelog (1975),4 W. S.
Knowles, R. Noyori, and K. B. Sharpless in 2001 (ref. 5–7) or the
most recent one in 2021 (ref. 8 and 9) as selected examples. Also
molecular motors contain an important ‘chiral’ aspect.10–12 Chiral
molecules are standard textbook13 and examination topics testing
knowledge of chemical nomenclature.14 At the same time they are
of crucial importance in chemical and pharmaceutical industry
(see ref. 15 and 16 for example).
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The importance of molecular chirality in chemistry can also
be exemplied by three special issues of Chimia over the rst
decades of the century. One, in 2001 describing the research of
a large chemistry department aer moving to new buildings at
the start of the century,17 where a substantial fraction of the
research groups worked on subjects with an essential ‘chirality’
component18–30 (and further research at least also partially on
chirality aspects), one in 2008, devoted to the chemistry of
chirality,31–40 and a last one in 2018 (ref. 41) where we might
highlight the work on ultracold chiral molecules,42 new
approaches to the determination of absolute conguration,43

and work on the CISS effect (chiral induced spin selectivity).44

At the same time chiral molecules have a deep connection to
the foundations of physics through symmetries and conserva-
tion laws.45–47 Indeed, the discovery of the violation of space
inversion symmetry, one of the fundamental symmetries of
physics, or ‘parity violation’ in nuclear and elementary particle
physics48–53 not only led to the development of the current
‘Standard Model of Particle Physics’ (SMPP),54–60 but also to an
interesting interaction between high energy physics, molecular
physics, chemistry, and also biochemistry and biology.61,62 This
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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interaction results in the following at rst perhaps surprising
statements:63

(1) The fundamentally new physics arising from parity
violation and the consequent electroweak theory in the SMPP
leads to the prediction of fundamental new effects in the
dynamics of chiral molecules and thus in the realm of
chemistry.

(2) Parity violation in chiral molecules has possibly (but not
necessarily) important consequences for the evolution of life.

(3) Possible experiments on molecular parity violation open
a new window to looking at fundamental aspects of the stan-
dard model of high energy physics, and thus molecular physics
might contribute to our understanding of the fundamental laws
of physics.

Indeed, going beyond parity violation and the standard
model, molecular chirality may provide a fresh look at time
reversal symmetry and its violation and even the nature of
time.46,64,65

The aim of the present article is to provide a perspective of the
development and current status of theory and spectroscopic
experiments in the eld and also provide a brief account of the
important open questions concerning the role of parity violation
in the evolution of biomolecular homochirality. Aer a brief survey
of the historical and conceptual background, we shall discuss the
basic underlying quantum mechanical theory of the dynamics of
chiral molecules and the role of parity violation as introduced by
the SMPP and ‘electroweak quantum chemistry’. We shall then
address the development of the experimental, spectroscopic
approach to the study of parity violation in chiral molecules.
Finally, we conclude with an outlook on the understanding of the
possible role of parity violation in the evolution of biomolecular
homochirality of life and also some further aspects of the role of
symmetry violations and chirality in future developments of some
fundamental physical problems. We shall concentrate on the
conceptual aspects and the current status of the eld and open
questions and refer to some other reviews for more technical
spectroscopic and theoretical details.46,66–68 We draw also from two
recent lectures, one of which has appeared in print (in
German).69,70 For the general spectroscopic and quantum dynam-
ical background we refer to a recent book.71 As we cover different
aspects of a broad range of interdisciplinary research, it is
impossible to provide a complete literature survey and we apolo-
gize to those authors, whose work might be less than adequately
cited. As molecular chirality and parity violation address some of
the most fundamental aspects of understanding nature,64 we start
here by a brief introduction of the historical background.72

2. The mirror symmetry of space and
molecular chirality or dissymmetry as
a geometrical and quasi-macroscopic
concept

‘What could be more similar to my hand or to my ear and in all
aspects more comparable than the image in the mirror? However,
such a hand as seen in the mirror cannot replace the original hand
in its location, because if this was a right hand then the one in the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
mirror appears as a le hand, and the mirror image of the right ear
appears as a le ear, which never can take the place of the right
one.” (Ref. 73, original in German, translated by us here).

With this statement Immanuel Kant notes the remarkable
observation that many objects in nature are ‘handed’ in the
sense that their mirror image is similar and, indeed, symmet-
rically equivalent inmost aspects, but not identical in the sense,
that they are not structurally superimposable on the original.73

Today we call such ‘handed’ objects ‘chiral’ following a sugges-
tion of Lord Kelvin74,75 from the ancient Greek word ‘c3i9’ for
hand. Kant, indeed, added an extensive discussion of this
aspect of the world also in relation to the structure of space.
Earlier, certainly Descartes (‘Cartesius’) had observed the
handedness of his ‘Cartesian’ coordinate system,76 about which
we learn at school with the ‘right hand rule’ or ‘right foot rule’ in
mathematics courses77 and related notions are implicit in
discussions of Newton and Leibniz on the structure of space.

One may wonder, when women or men discovered in history
that a mirror image of a right hand is similar to a le hand.
Mirrors have been used since antiquity and there are many
reports in the ancient literature about mirror images also
appearing on water surfaces, the story on Narcissus and Echo
being famous, with the wonderful painting by Caravaggio. One
can also nd the understanding of the different structures of
le and right hands in the old literature (in the book Jonah 4,
10–11 of the Bible, for instance, as cited with a brief herme-
neutic discussion in ref. 66 and 69). But we have been strikingly
unsuccessful in nding a discussion of the reversal of hand-
edness by mirrors in the Greek philosophical literature, where
one might suspect this to exist, or elsewhere in ancient litera-
ture, asking also specialists of the antiquity in this question.
The images generated by different types of mirrors are dis-
cussed in Platon's dialogue ‘Timaios’ also in relation to the
notion of le and right, but careful reading of the original text
does not indicate an understanding of the effect on hands or the
structural property of ‘handedness’.78

In more recent times, the ‘handedness’ of crystals was
known from the early 19th century. Arago (1811)79 and Biot
(1812–1818)80,81 showed that ‘handed’ quartz crystals rotated the
plane of polarized light, an effect which was called ‘optical
activity’. The rotation is opposite (‘dextro’ or ‘laevo’) for oppo-
site forms of natural quartz (see Fig. 1, a ‘real’ example of such
quartz crystals, which are the classic examples). Biot also re-
ported the effect for liquids such as terpentine or solutions of
camphor and related observations were made in this early
period until 1830 by Eilhard Mitscherlich82 and Sir John Fred-
erick William Herschel83 (see the historical discussion in ref. 84
and 85). Fresnel discussed observations with circularly polar-
ized light.86 In this period also the technical term ‘dissymmetry’
was introduced for this property of handedness. Herschel
already hypothesized that it might be a molecular property. The
crucial experiment in this context was carried out by Pasteur
(1848).87,88 He could separate crystals generated by a crystal-
lisation from a solution of sodium–ammonium tartrate (the
‘para-tartrate’ form, which we would call a racemic mixture
today, not optically active) into crystals of two opposite handed
forms which appeared as a roughly 1 : 1 mixture (see Fig. 2).
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10599



Fig. 1 Real D- and L-quartz, a gift fromDick Zare to M. Quack (after ref.
69).

Chemical Science Perspective
When he separately dissolved them, the solutions would be
optically active and rotate the plane of polarized light in oppo-
site directions. This was a most striking nding meeting with
some scepticism, and Pasteur reported the story of the ‘refer-
eeing’ of his manuscript:88 Biot had him repeat the experiment
in his presence and aer the successful completion he told
Pasteur (then at age 26) ‘Mon cher enfant, j'ai tant aimé les
sciences dans ma vie, que cela me fait battre le coeur’ (My dear
child, I have loved science so much in my life that this makes
my heart beat). One could hardly think of a more careful and
critical and at the same time benevolent form of ‘refereeing’ (see
also ref. 3).

Shortly thereaer, optical activity was used in an investiga-
tion by Wilhelmy (1850),90 who studied quantitatively by optical
activity measurements the kinetics of transformation of sugar
in different acid solutions, which led him to a rst formulation
and integration of a (pseudo-)rst order rate law as differential
Fig. 2 Dissymmetric (chiral) crystal forms of sodium ammonium
tartrate as redrawn here after the drawing of L. Pasteur (Fig. 1 and 4 in
ref. 89).

10600 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643
equation. This was another milestone both for kinetics and
stereochemistry and appears also to be the rst quantitative
kinetic analysis of homogeneous catalysis,18,91 of relevance still
today, as can be seen from ref. 5–9, 15 and 16.

While by 1850 the relation between chirality and optical
activity had been discovered, the detailed understanding in
terms of molecular structure came much later in the work of Le
Bel and van't Hoff.1,92–95 Notably van't Hoff established the
mirror image isomerism of chiral methane derivatives by
a series of instructive investigations which we can schematically
summarize in Fig. 3 and 4.

He noted, for example, that for the prototypical substituted
methane derivative CHFClBr and related compounds the
common notation of the formula in the plane (see Fig. 3) would
suggest three different geometrical isomers, whereas only two
were observed, and these two appeared to be nearly identical,
except for optical activity (in those cases where this was known,
but not known for this particular example at the time). This
suggested the three-dimensional structures shown in Fig. 4 with
just two isomers related to each other like image and mirror
image or le and right hand. Fig. 5 and 6 show such structures
with modern graphics for the amino acid alanine and the
‘simplest-sugar’ glyceraldehyde, which were shown to be opti-
cally active and obviously are chiral (or ‘dissymmetric’ in 19th

century language). On the other hand, with four equal substit-
uents arranged as a regular tetrahedron in CH4 the ‘mirror-
image molecule’ can be superimposed on the original struc-
ture by a simple rotation (Fig. 7), and therefore there is only one
form, the molecule is not chiral, or ‘achiral’ in modern
language. These notions were quickly accepted and it was noted
Fig. 3 The wrong planar model structure with three different planar
isomers of CHFClBr (after ref. 69 and 72).

Fig. 4 The two enantiomers of chiral methane derivatives (after ref. 66
and 69). With H1 ¼ H, H2 ¼ D, H3 ¼ T and H4 ¼ Mu (Muonium) one
obtains a chiral methane isotopomer, and with H2¼NH2, H3¼COOH
and H4 ¼ R(variable) one obtains the amino acids of the D- and L-
series.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 The two enantiomers of alanine (after ref. 69).

Fig. 6 The two enantiomers of glyceraldehyde (after ref. 69).

Perspective Chemical Science
that in agreement with an early observation of Pasteur, in the
chemistry of life one form was predominant, L-amino acids and
D-sugars, whereas in the laboratory syntheses the other forms (D-
amino acids and L-sugars) were equally likely. The predomi-
nance of one chiral form was recognized as a simple chemical
signature of life, whereas Wöhler much earlier in the 19th

century had shown by the synthesis of the ‘organic molecule’
urea from inorganic precursors, that ‘organic molecules’ are no
unique signature of life processes. The D(dextro-) and L(laevo-)
nomenclature for the isomers was introduced by Emil Fischer,
who showed in 1894 that the enzymes as biochemical catalysts
were acting in a ‘stereoselective’ fashion on only one form. He
explained this by the geometrical tting of enzyme and
substrate as with a key and a lock writing in the conclusion of
Fig. 7 Tetrahedron (achiral) with two identical, superimposable forms
(after ref. 69).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
his article ‘On the inuence of conguration on the action of
enzymes’: ‘To use an image, I would say that enzyme and glycoside
must t like key and lock to have a chemical action upon each other.
This representation has certainly gained in probability and value
for stereochemical research, because evidence that the geometrical
signature of molecules has such a large inuence on chemical
affinity even for mirror image forms had according to me to be
obtained by actual observations’96 (original in German, translated
by us here). One might add that an even better picture might be
the tting of right and le hands in gloves.97 This has many well
known biological consequences, as we can distinguish by our
sense of taste L-asparagine (slightly bitter) from D-asparagine
(markedly sweet) as everybody can easily try out, or the different
odor for different forms of many chiral molecules, and notably
also the different activity of many chiral drugs, an important
aspect in today's pharmaceutical industry15 with a world market
for chiral chemicals estimated in 2019 at more than 50 billions
(50� 109) US Dollars. Following Kelvin, we call the two isomeric
forms ‘enantiomers’ today, and more generally for general
objects (also crystals) one may use ‘enantiomorphs’.74,75

Fischer's D–L-nomenclature is still widely used in biochem-
istry today and he also introduced a convention to uniquely
identify the geometry of the forms in relation to the geometry of
macroscopic molecular models (as in Fig. 5 and 6). He did
observe also, that, in principle, this convention was arbitrary
and could not tell, which substance (say D or L) in the laboratory
would actually correspond to the ‘absolute conguration’ of the
one macroscopic model with its two possible forms, only the
opposition of the two could be systematically classied. The
determination of the ‘absolute conguration’ was rst achieved
by crystallography in 1951 by Bijvoet (see ref. 98 and 99). It
turned out that the arbitrary conventional choice of Fischer was
conrmed. Modern nomenclature follows another convention
introduced by Cahn, Ingold and Prelog in 1966 (ref. 100) (see
also ref. 14), the R and S nomenclature for the enantiomers,
complemented by the P, M nomenclature for helical and axially
chiral molecules. The conceptual foundations of the stereo-
chemistry of chiral molecules in terms of classical structural
models was essentially complete by the end of the 19th century
and in practice is still in use in organic chemistry and
biochemistry, including classical molecular dynamics for
biomolecules used in modern times.4,8,9,13,101–103

We might mention here a beautiful book in which this
‘classical’ structure hypothesis, as effectively still used today by
the practising chemist, is well represented and illustrated with
many nice pictures.104,105 It is also perhaps amusing to note that
Lewis Carroll in his famous Alice books in the 19th century has
the young girl transgress the mirror and ask the cat: ‘Perhaps
looking glass milk isn't good to drink?‘. There are rumours that
Lewis Carroll (as Professor Dodgson in Oxford) had learned
from a chemist colleague about the experiments of Wislicenus
on the enantiomers of lactic acid106,107 (interestingly Wislicenus
in this report from the chemistry club in Zurich speculates
about isomers arising from the ‘arrangements of atoms in
space’ in anticipation of the famous publications by van't Hoff93

and Le Bel92). This quick reception of scientic results in the
general literature may remind one of Shakespeare's brief
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10601



Fig. 8 Energy level scheme for the two enantiomers of CHFClBr
including parity violation (see ref. 62 and 68). On the left the energy
levels of the S-enantiomer are shown, on the right for the R-enan-
tiomer. The top level is for an achiral state of well defined parity (here
‘�‘), common to both enantiomers. Following ref. 111 and 112 S is
calculated to be more stable than R by DpvEx 200 aeV corresponding
to about DpvH

�
0x2� 10�11 J mol�1 (see also Table 2 in Section 4.3). nS

and nR are transition frequencies measured in the high-resolution
spectra of the separated enantiomers (for instance in the infrared).
Note that the difference between the transition energies hnS and hnR
corresponds to the difference of the parity violating energy differences
hnS � hnR ¼ DpvE � DpvE* (see also Section 4.1).

Chemical Science Perspective
reference in the 17th century to the then just revived atomic
theory in his play ‘as you like it’ (ca. 1601)72 or Michael Frayn's
reference to the ‘Copenhagen interpretation’ of quantum
mechanics in his play Copenhagen108 in the 20th century.
Another entertaining example involving chirality is found in
‘The Documents in the Case’ by Dorothy Sayers and Robert
Eustace (1930).109

We conclude this brief historical introduction by an impor-
tant statement of van't Hoff94 who clearly expressed the conse-
quences for the energetic and thermodynamic equivalence of
the enantiomers arising from the symmetry. Considering the
equilibrium in the reaction between R and S (a ‘stereomutation
reaction’) he writes:

S(L) ! R(D) (1)

with the equilibrium constant (for perfect symmetry):

K ¼ [R]/[S] ¼ 1 (2)

ln K ¼ � DRG
�(T)/(RT) ¼ 0, all T (3)

DRS
�(T) ¼ 0, all T (4)

DRH
�(T) ¼ 0, all T (5)

E
�
R ¼ E

�
S (6)

We have rewritten here van't Hoff's equations in modern
notation. Because of the ‘exact symmetry’, as he writes, the
ground state energies of the enantiomers ðE�

R and E
�
SÞ must be

equal and all reaction energies DRH�, DRG� and entropies (DRS�)
must be zero (see ref. 66 and 69 for further discussion and the
exact quotation of the French text with its translation).

We anticipate here an important change which arose from
developments in high energy physics of the second half of the
20th century. We know now that there is no such exact symmetry
and in actual fact there is a slight ‘parity violating’ ener-
gy difference DpvE between the ground state of the
enantiomers, say

DpvE ¼ E
�
R � E

�
S ¼ DpvH

�
0

�
NA (7)

and small non-zero absolute values also for all the thermody-
namic quantities mentioned above110 (DRG�, DRH�, DRS�, etc.).
This is shown schematically in Fig. 8 for the example of
CHFClBr and will be discussed in the following sections in
detail.

3. Molecular chirality in quantum
mechanics: tunnel effect and parity
violation as violation of mirror
symmetry
3.1. Quantum mechanical tunneling in symmetrical and
asymmetrical potentials

From 1925 onwards quantum mechanics provided a detailed
theoretical understanding of how molecular structure and
10602 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643
bonding arises113–120 and modern electronic structure theory as
summarised in reviews and textbooks would claim that this
understanding is essentially complete,121–125 particularly when
relativistic effects are included as well.126,127 Indeed, Dirac
already in 1929 made the statement:

‘The underlying physical laws for the mathematical theory of
a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus
completely known and the difficulty is only that the exact applica-
tion of these laws leads to equations much too complicated to be
soluble. It therefore becomes desirable that approximate practical
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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methods of applying quantum mechanics should be developed,
which can lead to an explanation of complex atomic systems
without too much computation.’119

This is one of the most frequently cited quotations in the
quantum chemistry literature,128–130 even though oen severely
abbreviated.131 However, the statement was incorrect, as the
weak nuclear force introducing parity violation was completely
unknown by that time, but turns out to have important conse-
quences in stereochemistry, as we shall see.

A rst step in the quantum mechanical understanding of
molecular chirality was taken by Friedrich Hund, who demon-
strated, that the quantum mechanical behaviour of chiral
molecules differed considerably from what one expects on the
basis of the classical mechanical structural models.132,133 Let us
consider in Fig. 9 as an example hydrogen-peroxide (HOOH)
which in its equilibrium structure shows axial chirality with the
two enantiomers shown (also considered as helical in analogy to
the two snails shown in Fig. 9, we note that the two natural
snails are not enantiomers at the microscopic level, both having
proteins with the L-amino acids and DNA with D-sugars.
According to Brunner, the relative abundance of the snails with
the structure on the le compared to those with the structure on
the right is 20 000 : 1, which is explained by the common D-
sugar DNA leading to a preference of the structure on the le
with respect to the right one134,135). It turns out that this
description with quasi-rigid localized structures is quite inad-
equate for HOOH in quantum mechanics. By continuously
changing the torsional angle indicated in Fig. 9, one can
transform one enantiomer into the other: such a trans-
formation from one enantiomer into the other is also possible
in chiral molecules with a pyramidal, near tetrahedral structure
as shown in Fig. 10 for the example of the ammonia isotopomer
NHDT, where such a ‘stereomutation’ can be achieved by
changing the angle with respect to a planar geometry of the four
atoms.

The transformation via planar transition structures in both
examples is associated with a potential energy change shown
schematically in Fig. 11.

One may represent the stereomutation reaction from L to R
(using the ‘physical’ notation le to right) by the motion of an
effective mass in a potential energy V(q) as a function of the
generalized coordinate q. In the time independent Schrödinger
equation114–117 with a kinetic energy operator T̂ and a potential
V(q) one obtains the eigenfunctions 4k and energies Ek for the
stationary states

Ĥ ¼ T̂ + V(q) (8)

Ĥ4k(q) ¼ Ek4k(q) (9)

Ĥ is the Hamilton operator. With an exactly symmetrical
potential as shown on the le hand side of Fig. 11, the eigen-
functions must be either symmetrical (with ‘positive parity’ c+)
or antisymmetrical (with ‘negative parity’, say �c�) with respect
to reection at the ‘mirror plane’ situated at the center position
qc corresponding to a maximum in the potential energy (V(q)).
Also in three dimensions, because of the symmetry of the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Hamiltonian, which in this case commutes with space inversion
symmetry (see Section 3.2) the eigenstates have a well dened
parity. Instead of a well dened structure one has in quantum
mechanics quite generally a probability density pk(q) of nding
a structure ‘q’ in the eigenfunction 4k(q) (with the square of the
absolute magnitude j4kj2):

pk(q) ¼ j4k(q)j2 (10)

It is seen that for the lowest energy levels (c+ at E+ and c� at
E�) shown in the diagram this probability density has two equal
maxima near the two enantiomeric structures, thus equal
probability for nding each of the two enantiomers. In order to
represent the experimental observation of localized enantio-
mers Hund considered the time dependent Schrödinger
equation:114–117

i
h

2p

vJðq; tÞ
vt

¼ ĤJðq; tÞ (11)

with the solutions for the time dependent wavefunctions (with
generally complex time independent coefficients ck)

Jðq; tÞ ¼
XN
k¼1

ck4kðqÞexpð�2piEkt=hÞ (12)

with a time dependent probability density

P(q,t) ¼ jJ(q,t)j2 (13)

If one retains just the two lowest terms in this sum (corre-
sponding to c+ ¼ 41 and �c� ¼ 42 and energies E+ ¼ E1 and E�
¼ E2) one obtains a time dependent probability density (with
DE1,2 ¼ E2 � E1 ¼ E� � E+)

jJðq; tÞj2 ¼ 1

2

��41 þ 42 expð�2piDE1;2t
�
hÞ��2 (14)

when one takes equal coefficients c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
. This is an

oscillatory function with a period

s0 ¼ h/DE� ¼ h/(E2 � E1) (15)

Inspection of the graphical representation of the wave
functions on the le hand side in Fig. 11 shows that this moves
from a function l located near the le minimum at t ¼ 0

l ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðcþ � c�Þ (16)

to a function 9 situated near the right hand minimum of the
potential

9 ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðcþ þ c�Þ (17)

in a time equal to half the period s0

tl/9 ¼ s
0�
2 ¼ h

2DE�
(18)

With these considerations Hund made two important
observations: rstly the ‘reaction’ from one enantiomer to the
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10603



Fig. 9 The classical chiral structures of hydrogen-peroxide H–O–O–H and of snails (as example of axial or helical chirality, after ref. 69).

Chemical Science Perspective
other can occur, although neither of the energies E+ and E� is
sufficient to overcome the ‘barrier maximum’ V(qc), a process
which would be completely impossible in classical mechanics.
Fig. 10 The classical structures of the chiral enantiomers of the ammon

10604 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643
This was the discovery of the quantum mechanical ‘tunnel
effect’, with numerous later applications in chemistry and
physics (see ref. 67 and 138 for the history and reviews).
ia isotopomer NHDT (after ref. 69).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 11 Illustration of the symmetric (parity conserving) potential on the left side following Hund 1927 for a chiral molecule with energy
eigenstates of positive and negative parity separated by a tunneling splitting DE� and for an effective potential with parity violation on the right
side leading to two localized ground states at the chiral structures separated by the parity violating energy difference DpvE (after ref. 67, see also
ref. 136 and 137). DpvEel is the parity violating energy difference of the minima in the effective (electronic) potentials, whereas DpvE is the energy
difference of the ground states of the two enantiomers (see Section 3.3), where we also use sometimes theDpvE0 in order to emphasize a ground
state property.

Perspective Chemical Science
Secondly, when estimating parameters for the effective masses
and potentials for the ‘inversion’ (from R to S) in the case of the
chiral substituted methane derivatives, Hund found millions to
billions of years for the stereomutation times, thus explaining
the apparent stability of CHFClBr, amino acids or sugars for
example (see ref. 139 for a critical discussion of the estimates,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
which does, however, not invalidate the conclusions). Indeed,
F. Hund already discussed in some detail the dependence of
tunneling splittings and tunneling times on the shape (both
height and width) of the potential barrier and effective
tunneling masses, and this dependence of tunneling times was
also noted in later applications of the tunnel effect to explain
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10605
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radioactive a-decay (see ref. 138 for the history). A high and
broad barrier and a large tunneling mass leads to long
tunneling times.

The situation is quite different for the chiral molecules
hydrogen-peroxide (HOOH) and the ammonia isotopomer,
NHDT, which we have chosen here on purpose for illustration,
as Hund's description is effectively correct for these examples.
While the simple one-dimensional model for stereomutation
used by Hund and discussed by us above for illustration of the
concept has become textbook material, only recently full-
dimensional ‘exact’ solutions of the time independent and
time dependent Schrödinger equation have become possible,
as this requires the solution in a space of 6 internal (vibra-
tional) coordinates (q1, q2,., q6) for the four atoms (nuclei) in
these molecules and a potential hypersurface V(q1, q2, .,
q6)140–146 (and further dimensions if external rotation is
included142). This results in a 6-dimensional wave function
J(q1, q2, ., q6, t) and probability density (jJj2). As a visual-
isation in a high dimensional space is not possible, one
integrates over 5 coordinates (q1, ., q5) and represents the
Fig. 12 Six-dimensional wave packet evolution for H2O2 (HOOH) in its lo
a function of the torsional coordinate s, where the probability density is in
5 ps and (b) the time interval from 100 to 105 ps with identical initial cond
left to the right corresponds to a change from one enantiomer of HOOH
1.5 ps (after ref. 67).
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probability density as a function of one ‘reaction coordinate’
corresponding to the torsion angle s in HOOH (still exact).
Thereby one obtains a time dependent ‘wave packet’ as shown
in Fig. 12 for HOOH which moves from one enantiomeric
structure at the le to the other enantiomeric structure at the
right in about 1.5 ps.140,141

The corresponding result for the chiral ammonia iso-
topomer is shown in Fig. 13.142 Because of the short lifetime of
the chiral, enantiomeric structures of HOOH or NHDT one may
call such molecules ‘transiently chiral’. The time dependence
could be easily followed by observing time dependent optical
activity or circular dichroism (also by vibrational circular
dichroism, VCD, or Raman optical activity, ROA), which will
follow the wavepacket motion in a straightforward manner. We
can note here the recent efforts on probing chirality on the
femtosecond time scale.147,148 Also, on short time scales,
vibrational excitation even of achiral molecules can show time
dependent chirality, following the motion, say, of a quasi-
harmonic coherent oscillator state of an antisymmetric normal
mode.61,149,150
west quantum states. jJj2ds shows the time-dependent probability as
tegrated over all other coordinates. (a) shows the time interval from0 to
itions at t ¼ 0 as in (a).140,141 The migration of the wave packet from the
to the other in Fig. 9 with a transfer time according to eqn (18) of about

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 13 Reduced probability density P(4,t) as a function of the inver-
sion coordinate 4 and time t for NHDT. The two enantiomeric struc-
tures correspond to 4 y 120� and 4 y 240�, respectively, with 4 ¼
180� corresponding to the planar geometry. The upper and lower
panels show reduced probability densities (probability densities inte-
grated over all other coordinates) for the tunnelling enhancement
under coherent laser excitation (upper) and field-free (lower)
dynamical schemes, respectively. The parameters of the laser pulse for
tunneling enhancement are ~n0 ¼ 793.5 cm�1, Imax ¼ 3.15 GW cm�2,
and tp ¼ 40 ps (after ref. 67 and 142).
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The recent exact treatment for hydrogen-peroxide and
ammonia isotopomers has also been extended to show various
interesting effects such as mode selective tunneling stereo-
mutation141 or tunneling enhancement and inhibition by
coherent radiative excitation.142 We shall not pursue this in
detail here but rather turn to the consequences of the asym-
metry arising from parity violation, illustrated on the right hand
side of Fig. 11. Here one can distinguish two dynamical limiting
cases. If the asymmetry due to parity violation (DpvEel in the
scheme of Fig. 11) is small compared to the tunneling splitting
DE� in the symmetrical case

DpvEel � DE� (19)

then Hund's description as discussed above remains effectively
valid. This is in fact the case for the examples HOOH and
NHDT, which we have chosen here for illustration. The locali-
zation of the wave function is effectively due to the initial
conditions only and corresponds to a symmetry breaking de
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
facto (‘fact like’). If on the other hand the asymmetry is large
compared to the tunneling splitting

DpvEel [ DE� (20)

then the symmetry is broken de lege (‘law like’) and the
stationary states of the time independent Schrödinger equa-
tion are in fact localized, in the example of Fig. 11 the ground
state is located le l at qL and the rst excited state on the
right hand side 9 at qR. l with El and 9 with E9 are the
eigenfunctions of ‘innite’ lifetime, tunneling being
completely suppressed. For a more detailed discussion of the
concepts, the dynamics and including also a discussion of the
classical concept ‘spontaneous symmetry breaking’ we refer
to ref. 46, 61–63 and 66. We anticipate here the results dis-
cussed below that in spite of the small magnitude of parity
violation (DpvEel z 100 aeV in Fig. 11) for ordinary stable
chiral molecules the case of de lege symmetry breaking
applies, parity violation dominates completely over
tunneling, very different from Hund's treatment of chiral
molecules. We thus shall summarize in the following briey
the consequences of the symmetries and their violations in
quantum dynamics.46,64,71
3.2. Symmetries, symmetry violations and approximate
constants of the motion

The time evolution of a molecular (or any other ‘microscopic’)
system according to the Schrödinger equation (eqn (11)) can
also be written in a general abstract way by means of the time
evolution operator Û(t,t0):71,151–153

J(q,t) ¼ Û(t,t0)J(q,t0) (21)

This operator transforms the wavefunction J(q,t0) at the
initial time t0 to the wavefunction J(q,t) at time t. Û satises
a differential equation analogous to eqn (11) and for an isolated
system with a time independent Ĥ it is given by an exponential
function of Ĥ:

Û(t,t0) ¼ exp[�2piĤ(t � t0)/h] (22)

For solutions with a more general time-dependent Ĥ see ref.
71 and 151–154. Another representation of time dependence in
quantum dynamics makes use of the Heisenberg equations of
motion155,156 for the operator Q̂(t) related to some observable Q,
with the solution

Q̂(t) ¼ Û†(t,t0)Q̂(t0)Û(t,t0) (23)

Instead of asking about the time dependence of observables,
of which there are many, one might ask the opposite question,
whether in a complex time evolving system there are observ-
ables which remain constant in time, the ‘constants of the
motion’. These are all the observables Cj for which the corre-
sponding operators Ĉj commute with the Hamiltonian Ĥ

ĤĈj ¼ ĈjĤ (24)
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10607



Fig. 14 Scheme for control of symmetries and time evolution in
molecular dynamics (modified after ref. 157, see also ref. 68 and 97).
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Making use of the solution of the Heisenberg equations of
motion given by eqn (23) the time independence of Ĉj can be
proven in one line, because Û being a function of Ĥ, eqn (22), it
commutes with the Ĉj as well and it is also unitary Û†Û ¼ 1,
thus:

Ĉj(t) ¼ Û†(t,t0)Ĉj(t0)Û(t,t0) ¼ Û†(t,t0)Û(t,t0)Ĉj(t0) ¼ Ĉj(t0) (25)

The operators Ĉj form a group G, the symmetry group of the
Hamiltonian.46,71,151,159 One can furthermore show that for
a statistical ensemble described by the density operator 9̂ also
the expectation values hĈj(t)i ¼ tr(9̂Ĉj) are time independent.
Also, if J(q,t) is an eigenfunction zn(t) of Ĉj with eigenvalue Cjn

one has

hĈj(t)i ¼ hzn(t)jĈj(t0)jzn(t)i ¼ Cjn (26)

The eigenvalues Cjn are ‘good quantum numbers’ not
changing in time. While this allows one to identify some simple
structures, which do not change with time even in very complex
time-dependent systems, one can proceed further by separating
the Hamiltonian into contributions of different magnitude
(Ĥ0 [ Ĥ1 [ Ĥ2 etc.)

Ĥ ¼ Ĥ0 + Ĥ1 + Ĥ2 +. (27)

Then the energy levels of a molecule, say, would be described
to a good approximation by Ĥ0, and when adding Ĥ1, this would
change the energy only a little, being a small ‘perturbation’. The
symmetry group G of the Hamiltonian may now depend on
which terms are retained in eqn (27), with groups G0(Ĥ0), G1(Ĥ0

+ Ĥ1), G2(Ĥ0 + Ĥ1 + Ĥ2), etc. Then one can have a symmetry or
constant of the motion Ĉ0j belonging to G0(Ĥ0) which may not
appear in G1(Ĥ0 + Ĥ1). Thus, if one observes a change in time for
this observable corresponding to Ĉ0j, this cannot be due to Ĥ0,
as Ĉ0j would be exactly time independent if only Ĥ0 is consid-
ered. The change of Ĉ0j in time must entirely arise from Ĥ1 (or
Ĥ2, if any). At the same time, the different magnitudes of the
contributions in Ĥ introduce a natural hierarchy of time scales,
Ĥ0 leading to some possibly very fast changes for some
observables but no change in Ĉ0j, the small Ĥ1 introducing
a slow change of Ĉ0j, and so forth. This allows one to isolate very
small contributions in the Hamiltonian arising from Ĥ1 inde-
pendent of any large uncertainties, which may occur in the very
large Ĥ0. To use a common picture: one can weigh the ‘captain’
directly without having to measure a difference in the weight of
‘ship + captain’ and ‘ship alone’, where the uncertainty in the
latter measurement would be much larger than any possible
weight of a captain. For the example of parity violation we shall
have differences on the order of magnitude of typical electronic
energies of molecules (say, on the order of 1 eV) compared to
parity violating energies on the order of 100 aeV to 1 feV, more
than 15 orders of magnitude smaller. One may compare this
with the weight of a large ship (for example Queen Elisabeth 2)
with about 50 000 tons displacement and a captain with 50 to
100 kg, less than 6 orders of magnitude difference.

This concept can be made use of for theory, where the
uncertainties in solutions of the Schrödinger equation may be
10608 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643
due to theoretical or just numerical uncertainties, typically
much larger than a fraction of 10�15: In quantum chemical
calculations an uncertainty of 1 meV (in Ĥ0) would be consid-
ered quite acceptable, but is huge compared to 1 feV. The
concept can also be made use of in the design of experiments,
where a relative experimental uncertainty of less than 10�15 may
be very difficult to achieve otherwise.

In a time dependent experiment one would follow the
scheme of Fig. 14. One prepares a state of a given symmetry
corresponding to a ‘good quantum number’ with respect to Ĥ0,
and then follows the time dependence of this quantum number
to observe an effect exclusively due to Ĥ1 etc. This scheme can be
used by means of various kinds of approximate symmetries
such as nuclear spin symmetry158,159 or one can consider some
specic symmetries from simplied molecular models for
intramolecular vibrational energy ow in polyatomic molecules,
for instance, and we have made extensive use of it in the past
(see ref. 154 and 158–161 and our recent review,68 for example).

However, the approach can also be used for testing funda-
mental symmetries of physics. These are given by the invari-
ances of the Hamiltonian under:46

(1) Any translation in space
(2) Any translation in time
(3) Any rotation in space
(4) The reection of all coordinates of all particles on the

center of mass of the system (‘P’)
(5) ‘Time reversal’ (reversal of momenta and spins) (‘T’)
(6) Any permutation of identical particles (electrons or nuclei

for the case of molecules)
(7) Charge conjugation – the replacement of all particles by

the corresponding antiparticles (‘C’).
The symmetries are related to the corresponding conserva-

tion laws (for momentum, energy, angular momentum, parity,
.) as has been discussed early on in quantum mechanics118,162

and in an interesting summary by Pauli163 for the three discrete
symmetry operations C, P, T, which one may all consider as
some kind of generalized ‘mirror symmetry’. Fig. 15 illustrates
this for the case of the parity symmetry (‘P’, one uses also E*
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 15 ‘Right handed’ Cartesian coordinate system (upper left), mirror
image (upper right) and inverted (lower) coordinate systems being ‘left
handed’.
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synonymously to denote the operation of space inversion
symmetry in spectroscopy and molecular physics164). The
inversion of the right handed coordinate system in the upper
le part (as dened by the ‘right hand rule’ convention) by
a mirror leads to the le handed coordinate system on the
upper right side. The space inversion or parity operator on the
right handed coordinate system changes (x/�x, y/�y, z/
�z) into a le handed system as shown in the lower part. This
can be transformed to the le handed ‘mirror’ image on the
upper right by a rotation of 180� around the x axis, which
corresponds to one of the symmetry operations under (3), the
combination being obviously also a symmetry operation for the
Hamiltonian, leading to a related constant of the motion, the
space inversion P being the elementary operation. A further
interesting aspect is the notion that each exact symmetry and
conservation law leads to a fundamental ‘non-observable’
property of nature. This can be nicely understood with the
statement by Einstein165 (original in German, as translated in
ref. 46):

‘There are thus two types of Cartesian coordinate systems, which
are called ‘right-handed’ and ‘le-handed’ systems. The difference
between the two is familiar to every physicist and engineer. It is
interesting that an absolute geometric denition of the right or le
handedness is impossible, only the relationship of opposition
between the two can be dened’.

For chiral molecules this implies that even if we can deter-
mine the ‘absolute’ conguration of a molecule in comparison
to a macroscopic model in the laboratory, we cannot specify for
either of the two whether they occur in a space with a le
handed or right handed coordinate system. One way to illus-
trate this property of ‘non-observability’ is the so called ‘Ozma’
problem:65,166 if there were perfect space inversion symmetry, we
would not be able to communicate to a distant civilization with
a coded message (without sending a real chiral ‘model’),
whether we are made of L-amino acids or of D-amino acids, for
instance. This is another way of phrasing Einstein's statement.
Van't Hoff and Einstein assumed space inversion symmetry to
be universally valid and thus the ‘handedness’ of space would
be ‘non-observable’. This was the common assumption until
1956/57, when parity violation was proposed and observed.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Electroweak parity violation makes absolute handedness
observable and removes a constant of motion and ‘good
quantum number’ (parity). We have for the ‘electromagnetic
Hamiltonian’ Ĥem

ĤemP̂ ¼ P̂Ĥem (28)

with common eigenfunctions of energy and parity, where the
eigenvalues of parity are +1 or �1 according to

P̂jk ¼ (+1)jk (29)

P̂jj ¼ (�1)jj (30)

The eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian either are symmetric
under space inversion (positive parity +1) or antisymmetric
under inversion (negative parity �1). With electroweak parity
violation due to the weak nuclear force we have Ĥem + Ĥweak

(Ĥem + Ĥweak)P̂ s P̂(Ĥem + Ĥweak) (31)

One consequence is now that the ground state eigenfunc-
tions of chiral molecules are localized and have no well dened
parity as shown in the right hand part of Fig. 11 and the two
states have different energies. Given this, the ‘handedness’ of
space becomes ‘observable’ and we can communicate to
a distant civilization of what type of amino acids we are made of
predominantly (for instance the more stable ones, if that is
established experimentally, see below). While the energy
differences are truly minute, due to ‘weakness’ of Ĥweak, we can
nevertheless compute them signicantly and devise signicant
experiments, because of the different symmetries of Ĥem and
Ĥweak, as discussed above. The different symmetry ‘isolates’ the
effect of parity violation. We shall in the following subsection
report on the development of the quantitative theory of parity
violation and in Section 4 on the current development of
experiments.
3.3. The quantitative theory of parity violation in chiral
molecules

As mentioned, parity violation arises through the weak nuclear
force introduced by Enrico Fermi in his early theory of radio-
active b-decay.167 Initially, there was no suspicion of a violation
of space inversion symmetry by this force, until the suggestion
by Lee and Yang48 that assuming parity violation one could
explain the so calledQ� s puzzle of elementary particle physics,
which led to the dramatically fast discovery of parity violation in
high energy physics.49–53 This story is told in numerous places
including historical articles and textbooks (see ref. 54, 163 and
168–170 for example). Fig. 16 shows a pictorial representation of
the current view of fundamental forces in the standard model of
particle physics (SMPP) as shown on the website of a large
accelerator.171

We have modied this picture by adding the importance of
the weak nuclear force for the stereochemistry of chiral mole-
cules. We have also added the Feynman diagram for the
example of the electromagnetic interaction of two electrons to
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10609
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illustrate, how action at a distance is viewed in the SMPP172–174

(the diagrams are also sometimes called Stueckelberg diagrams,
e.g. by Gell–Mann, or Feynman–Stueckelberg diagrams due to
earlier contributions of Stueckelberg to the developments175–180).
According to this view, the electromagnetic force, which is
included in the ‘Schrödinger–Dirac’ like ordinary quantum
chemistry, leads to the Coulomb repulsion, say, between two
electrons by means of photons as eld particles. In the picture
the two electrons are compared to the ladies on two boats
throwing a ball. If we do not see the exchange of the ball, we will
only observe the accelerated motion of the boats resulting from
the transfer of momentum in throwing the ball. We could
interpret this motion as resulting from a repulsive ‘force’
between the two ladies on the boats. Similarly, we interpret the
motion of the electrons resulting from ‘throwing photons as
eld particles’ as arising from the Coulomb law which forms the
basis of the Hamiltonian in ordinary quantum chemistry.
Different from the simple quasiclassical analogy, the Feynman
diagram, which almost looks like representing such a picture,
can be translated into quantitative mathematical equations,
which then form the basis of a quantitative theoretical treat-
ment of the interactions and dynamics.181 The Coulomb force
with the 1/r potential energy law is of long range. The other
fundamental forces arise similarly, but with other eld parti-
cles. The strong force with very short range (0.1 to 1 fm) medi-
ated by the gluons is important in nuclear physics but has only
indirect inuence in chemistry by providing the structures of
Fig. 16 Forces in the standard model of particle physics (SMPP) and im
importance of the weak interaction for chiral molecules has been added h
Public Domain, we note that, while not referred to in ref. 171, the motif o
Piazza Armerina, Sicily, from the 4th century AD). We also added the Fey
between two electrons (e�) via the photon (g) as field quantum (see also
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the nuclei, which enter as parameters in chemistry, but there is
otherwise normally no need to retain the strong force explicitly
in chemistry. The weak force, on the other hand, is mediated by
the W� and Z0 Bosons of very high mass (86.316 and 97.894
Dalton, of the order of the mass of a Rb to Mo nucleus) and
short lifetime (0.26 yoctoseconds ¼ 0.26 � 10�24 s for Z0 (ref.
68)). This force is weak and of short range (<0.1 fm) and one
might think, that similar to the even weaker gravitational force
(mediated by the still hypothetical graviton of spin 2), it should
not contribute signicantly to the forces between the particles
in molecules (nuclei and electrons). Indeed, the weak force,
because of its short range, becomes effective in atoms and
molecules, when the electrons penetrate the nucleus and then it
leads only to a very small perturbation on the molecular
dynamics, which ordinarily might be neglected completely.
However, in fact the weak force leads to a fundamental change
as it has a different symmetry, violating space inversion
symmetry, which is exactly valid for the strong and electro-
magnetic interactions (also gravitational interactions) accord-
ing to present knowledge. When including the parity violating
weak interaction, qualitative theory therefore tells us already
that the ground state energies (and other properties) of enan-
tiomers of chiral molecules will be different. The question
remains then just how different the energies will be quantita-
tively. We shall not go into technical details here of the
formulation of the quantitative theory of electroweak quantum
chemistry (a term coined by us in ref. 182 and 183). However,
portant effects. This is taken from the CERN website ref. 171, but the
ere from our work (modified after ref. 63, in turn, adapted from ref. 171,
f the lightly dressed ladies throwing balls can be found in a mosaic at
nman diagram to the left representing the electromagnetic interaction
ref. 172).
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some brief remarks may be in order concerning the develop-
ment and current status of the theory of parity violation in
chiral molecules, which has been reviewed in detail else-
where46,63,136,184,185 (see also ref. 45, 182, 183, 186 and 187). The
history of this theory can be broadly summarized in three
phases.

In a rst phase, aer the discovery of parity violation in
nuclear and high energy physics in 1957,48–53 qualitative
suggestions were made concerning the role of parity violation in
chiral molecules, with estimates which were oen wrong by
many orders of magnitude (in the period of about 1960–
1980,188–190 see also the reviews in ref. 45, 46, 61 and 63 for many
further references). In a second phase, attempts towards
a quantitative theory started in about 1980, based on earlier
work on the theory for atoms,191,192 extended approximately to
molecules by Hegström, Rein and Sandars,193 Mason and
Tranter194 and others195,196 (see also the further citations in ref.
46, 61, 63 and 186). It turned out, however, that these
approaches were quite inadequate quantitatively.

A third phase started in 1993–1995 when in relation to our
experimental project61,137 we also carefully reinvestigated the
theory, rederiving it from its foundations in the standard model
and critically analysing the steps towards ‘electroweak quantum
chemistry’.182,183,197 Indeed, we found values for the parity
violating energy differences DpvE in typical chiral ‘benchmark’
molecules oen by one to two orders of magnitude larger as
compared to previous results. In spite of some initial scepti-
cism, which some audiences expressed towards the two-order of
magnitude increase reported by us also in our lectures at the
time (also in ref. 198, for example), our new, much larger values
were subsequently conrmed by quite a few other theory
Fig. 17 Graphical representation of the ‘big jump’ in theory occurring in 1
are shown for the benchmark molecule hydrogen-peroxide H2O2 (HOOH
provides a brief summary of numerical values with references.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
groups199–202 (see ref. 46, 63, 136, 184 and 186 for further refer-
ences). Today there seems to be general agreement on the new
orders of magnitude from a number of quite different
approaches (see for instance the recent summary in ref. 187),
although the current results still scatter within about a factor of
2, which has various more technical reasons not to be discussed
in detail here.

Fig. 17 illustrates the big quantitative jump discovered in our
theoretical work in the mid 1990s and which stimulated much
further theoretical work (and also experimental efforts). We
summarize here the main steps in the theoretical development,
which is described ‘from scratch’ up to practically useful
equations in ref. 183 (see also the review in ref. 184, in partic-
ular, containing also some historical remarks).

The starting point are the fully relativistic equations from the
SMPP describing electron–neutron, electron–proton and elec-
tron–electron interactions in the order of their importance. In
principle, one starts with electron–quark interactions at a more
fundamental level (see184). One takes the low energy semi-
relativistic limit and then neglects also the electron–electron
parity violating interactions which can be considered to be
a smaller contribution only. For not too heavy nuclei of interest
in simple inorganic and organic molecules (and also biomole-
cules) appropriate for fundamental studies one can use to
a good approximation the Breit–Pauli form of the semi-
relativistic one- and two-electron spin–orbit interaction. For
molecules involving heavy elements one can use as an alterna-
tive the Dirac Fock theory given by Laerdahl and Schwerdtfeger
in 1999 (ref. 200) and related approaches,202,203 see also the
reviews.136,184,185,204 Finally, one can represent the nucleus by
a point like object with the electric charge�ZAe (ZA¼ number of
995 (after ref. 186, values of the parity violating energy differences DpvE
), note the extremely small unit for energy DpvE/h in millihertz). Table 1
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protons) and an electroweak charge QA (neglecting also radia-
tive corrections)

QA ¼ [1 � 4 sin2(QW)]ZA � NA (32)

with the number of neutrons NA. This last approximation can be
rather easily improved upon by considering the actual shape of
the nucleus with its distribution of neutrons and protons205

from the theory of nuclear structure, where we note here the
interesting sensitivity of parity violating effects upon the
neutron distribution, indeed, with the parameter [1 �
4 sin2(QW)] ¼ 0.0724.71 We note that the value of the Weinberg
parameter sin2 QW (or weak mixing parameter) depends on the
scheme used and themomentum transfer. At every step in these
approximations one can, in principle, check these by the
inclusion of the neglected effects, and none of the approxima-
tions is fundamental, although considerable computational
effort may be necessary to improve upon them. The convergence
of current theories as described by Fig. 17 and Table 1 would
indicate that at least no ‘trivial’ effects have been overlooked,
although tests by experiment seem advisable aer past experi-
ence. We can add here that precision experiments on molecular
parity violation can contribute in general ways to fundamental
aspects of physics as well. If nuclear structure is well known, as
is the case for the lighter nuclei up to argon at least, then
precision experiments can contribute to a better understanding
Table 1 Survey of results for DpvEel ¼ Epv(M) � Epv(P) (in 10�14 hc cm�1

at a torsional angle s ¼ 90�) for the molecules HOOH and HSSH
computed with various methods. It shows the ‘big jump’ by a factor
100 which occurred between results before 1995 and thereafter

Methoda (and year) DpvEel(HOOH) DpvEel(HSSH)

Old SDE-RHF (1984)b �0.03 2.0
CIS-RHF (1995/1996)c,d,e,f,g �5 188.1
TDA (1997)h �7 161.5 (120)h

CPHF (2015)i �2.9 242.0
MC-LR-RPA (2000)e,g,j,k,l �2.8 185.0
CAS-SCF-LR (2000)j,k �3.4 —
CCSD (2015)i �6.4 238.3
ZORA-HF (2005)m �3.9 294.5
ZORA-B3LYP (2005)n �8.3 290.0
ZORA-BLYP (2005)n �9.9 278.3
DC-HF (1999)o �4.0 280.0
DC-MP2 (2005)p �7.3 224.3
DC-CCSD(T) (2000)q �8.8 215.1
New range (approx.) �6 (�4) 230 (�70)

a Note the equivalence, in principle, of methods as given in the
parentheses (CIS-RHF, CIS-LR, TDA) and (CPHF, RPA), differences
arising only because of slight differences in numerical methods
applied in the independent calculations by different authors. In ref.
187 �DpvEel ¼ Epv(P) � Epv(M) was given for H2O2 (HOOH) in order to
present positive values (see ref. 187 and 164 for an explanation of
acronyms). For these axially chiral (‘helical’) molecules the P and M
nomenclature is used by convention (e.g. see ref. 4 and 14). b Ref. 194.
c Ref. 182 see also ref. 198. d Ref. 183. e Ref. 206. f Ref. 207. g Ref. 208.
h In principle the TDA value of ref. 199 should be scaled by 75% to
give a value of 120 � 10�14 hc cm�1, see ref. 62 and 207. i Ref. 187.
j Ref. 197. k Ref. 209. l Ref. 210. m Ref. 211. n Ref. 212. o Ref. 200.
p Ref. 213. q Ref. 214.
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of the weak mixing angle according to eqn (32). On the other
hand, for heavier nuclei, where the structure is less well known,
precision experiments on parity violation could provide signif-
icant information on the neutron distribution in the nucleus,
whereas many other experiments are most sensitive to the
proton distribution. At this point it may also be of interest to
refer to the extensive theoretical and experimental work avail-
able for atomic parity violation (see ref. 191, 192 and 215–221
for a small selection). While quite a number of successful
spectroscopic observations of parity violation exist for atoms,
these are restricted to very heavy atoms and this restriction
remains probably valid for the foreseeable future. Because of
uncertainties in both electronic and nuclear structure for heavy
atoms, a quantitative theoretical analysis leads to relatively
large uncertainties with respect to an analysis of fundamental
parameters in the theory (such as sin2(QW)). A similar restric-
tion is true also for recent efforts on studies of parity violation in
diatomic molecules (so far unsuccessful, in contrast to atoms).
We shall not discuss these further here and refer to the recent
review by Berger and Stohner204 which has a focus on atoms and
diatomic molecules.

In contrast, as we shall see below, certain spectroscopic
studies on parity violation in chiral molecules have the promise
to be successful in molecules involving only the lighter
elements. They are thus of interest also in terms of fundamental
physics. Furthermore, studies of parity violation in chiral
molecules provide a direct link to effects that may be important
for biochemistry and the evolution of biomolecular homochir-
ality, which provides a further fundamental motivation for such
studies. The scatter in the current results for DpvE of the
benchmark molecule HOOH should not be taken as an indi-
cation that accurate calculations are not possible: indeed, the
scatter is in part due to the fact that a somewhat hypothetical
value of DpvEel is computed and to secondary effects. For
molecules, where DpvE0 corresponds to a measurable quantity
as a ground state energy difference, this can be accurately
calculated, if also vibrational effects are taken into account (see
discussion in ref. 46 and 112). We use here the index 0 in the
symbol DpvE0 in order to emphasize a property of the ground
state.

Without going into any detail of the theory for chiral
molecules, we shall provide here a simplied summary of
some of the main aspects and a few exemplary results. An
instructive approximate form for the parity violating potential
in chiral molecules is given by eqn (33) from perturbation
theory

Epv ¼ 2Re
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where j0 would be the electronic wavefunction of the ground
state, say, a singlet state and jm is some excited (triplet) state. The
sum extends over many excited electronic states for convergence.
The parity violating Hamiltonian Ĥpv has a dominant term
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Here we use SI units with common symbols for the funda-
mental constants71 and in particular the Fermi constant

GF ¼ 1.4358510(8) � 10�62 J m3 (35)

One notes the small value for GF and the antisymmetry of
f bpj$ŝj; d3ð rj!� rA

!Þgþ leading to the antisymmetry of the effective
potential in eqn (40).197 The sums extend over all electrons (n)
and all nuclei (N) in the molecule. {,}+ is the symbol for the
anticommutator and p̂j is the momentum and ŝj the spin
operator for the jth-electron. The Dirac-delta function dð rj!� rA

!Þ
vanishes at all values except when rj

!¼ rA
! in the point nucleus

approximation (see above). This part of the parity violating
Hamiltonian is sufficient when discussing properties indepen-
dent of nuclear spin. When nuclear spin IA is to be considered as
for hyperne structure or for NMR experiments one has to
include a nuclear spin dependent term197
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Here again {,}+ is the anticommutator and [,]� is the commu-
tator. We note that because of eqn (32) neutrons provide the
dominant contribution to the weak charge of the nucleus
(except for the case of the proton, of course) and the parity
violating potential can be written as a sum of contributions
from individual nuclei

Epv ¼
XN
A¼1

EA
pv (37)

In ref. 183 one can nd some illustrations for such indi-
vidual contributions from atoms (generally dominated by the
heavier atoms in the molecule). Furthermore as the neutron
number is different for different isotopes, parity violation
introduces a fundamentally new isotope effect arising from the
weak nuclear charge QA: isotopic chirality is important for parity
violation as pointed out in ref. 46 and 61 and calculated
quantitatively in ref. 222. We should also mention, that eqn
(33), which we gave here, because it leads to some instructive
insight on the structure of the potential, in actual calculations
this has slow convergence of the sum, when carried out
numerically in this way.182,183 In practice one uses an expression
from response theory eqn (38), which is known to be equivalent
to eqn (33) as established through propagator methods and
leads to numerical results with much faster convergence (see
ref. 46, 63, 67 and 197 for discussions).

Epv ¼ hhĤpv;Ĥsoiiu¼0 ¼ hhĤso;Ĥpviiu¼0 (38)

One can say that the parity violating potential Epv is the
response of hJ0jĤpvjJ0i to the static (u¼ 0) perturbation Ĥso or
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
vice versa (see ref. 197 for details of the derivation). In contrast
to atoms, the parity violating potential Epv in polyatomic (chiral)
molecules depends on S ¼ 3N � 6 internal coordinates
describing the structure of the molecule. Similar to the ordinary
electronic potential energy of the molecule it is a potential
hypersurface in an S-dimensional space. As chiral molecules
necessarily have at least 4 atoms, this is an at least 6-dimen-
sional space (for the examples HOOH or NHDT the space would
be just 6-dimensional). We can thus write with some general
internal coordinates more explicitly

Epv ¼ Epv(q1,q2,q3,.,qs) (39)

This potential is antisymmetric with respect to the operation
of space inversion P̂ (or Ê* in the ‘spectroscopic’ nomencla-
ture46), we can thus write with a symbolic notation for the
inverted coordinates �qi:

Ê*Epv R(q1,q2,q3,.,qs) ¼ Epv S(�q1,�q2,�q3,.,�qs)

¼ �Epv R(q1,q2,q3,.,qs) (40)

We can dene a parity violating energy difference

DpvE(q1,q2,q3,.,qs) ¼ Epv R(q1,q2,q3,.,qs)

� Epv S(�q1,�q2,�q3,.,�qs) (41)

The absolute values of these parity violating energy differ-
ences for given structures are very small, on the order of sub-feV
typically for molecules composed of lighter atoms only. The sign
of DpvE depends on the structure and we note that for some well
dened convention (say R and S in the CIP convention or P and
M for axially chiral molecules or D and L in another convention),
DpvEmay change sign even within a given domain (say all R). We
denote by Epv R or Epv S that the potential refers to an R or S
structure in the given convention. This is illustrated for the
examples HOOH and HSSH in Fig. 18, where the potentials are
shown as a function of just one coordinate, the torsional angle
a indicated by the angle symbol in Fig. 9.

The parity violating potentials in the lower part of the gure
are antisymmetric with respect to inversion at the point a ¼ 0�,
where they are zero by symmetry. On the other hand one sees
a sign change also in the range of some chiral geometries with
an ‘accidental’ value Epv ¼ 0 at chiral geometries of about a ¼
�100�. Nevertheless it is true that two mirror image structures
have exactly the same value but opposite sign for Epv (but
possibly being zero), as the potential is strictly antisymmetric.
On the other hand, the Born–Oppenheimer electronic poten-
tials shown in the upper part of Fig. 18 are strictly symmetric
with respect to inversion at a ¼ 0�. This result is true also going
beyond the Born–Oppenheimer approximation at higher levels
of approximation and in fact the symmetry remains true for the
exact electromagnetic Hamiltonian at all orders of precision:
the difference of energies between mirror image (space inver-
ted) structures is exactly zero by symmetry as long as only strong
and electromagnetic interactions are included. We note that in
ref. 208 higher dimensional parity violating potential hyper-
surfaces are discussed and some graphical representations for
2-dimensional surfaces are shown. As discussed in Section 3.1
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10613



Fig. 18 Parity conserving (a) and parity-violating (b) potentials for
H2O2 and H2S2 (after ref. 207).

Fig. 19 Doubly logarithmic representation of the parity-violating
energy differences DpvEel (as decadic logarithm, lg, electronic contri-
bution from the parity-violating potential energy differences) as
a function of lg Zeff in the series 1,2,3H � X � X �1,2,3H with X ¼O, S, Se,
Te, Po and taking Zeff ¼ ZX as the effective nuclear charge number
(crosses ‘�’ for all isotopomers after ref. 186). DpvEel is essentially
independent of the hydrogen isotope. This is compared with tunnel-
ling splittings (DE�) where the dependence on the hydrogen isotope is
essential (triangles for H, squares for D, circles for T). The results are
from the summary in ref. 46, where the calculations for DpvEel were
taken from ref. 197 for H2O2 and H2S2 (also from ref. 208). The results
for DpvEel of H2Se2 and T2Se2 are from ref. 200, and the tunnelling
splittings (DE� were taken from ref. 223–227). The slope of the
straight-line fit is about 6.0(2), corresponding to about the Zeff

5 law
(see, however, the discussion in ref. 208).
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with eqn (19) and (20) one must discuss the relative magnitude
of the parity violating potentials in relation to tunneling
processes connecting the two enantiomers. Only when parity
violation dominates over tunneling, eqn (20), one will have
localized wavefunctions and a measurable ground state energy
difference DpvE0 between the enantiomers. We have systemati-
cally studied this for the series of hydrogen isotopomers XYYX,
i.e. for the chalcogenic Y and X ¼ H, D, T including also mixed
compounds (i.e. with X,X0 different and Y,Y0 different) and
further compounds ZYYZ with other elements Z and further
compounds and this has been reviewed recently.67 A graphical
summary can be found in Fig. 19, where the logarithm of the
parity violating energy differences DpvE and tunneling splittings
DE� (divided by h, i.e. in frequency units of Hz) is shown as
a function of the logarithm of the ‘effective’ nuclear charge Zeff,
taken to be themost highly charged nucleus in themolecule, for
simplicity. It turns out that for HOOH and HSSH the tunneling
splittings DE� for the symmetrical potentials are much larger
than DpvE (they are off-scale in Fig. 19). Thus in HOOH and
HSSH one does not nd a measurable parity violating ground
state difference DpvE, the ground state is delocalized and has
almost pure parity, as also excited rovibrational-tunneling
states. For the higher elements in the series the tunneling
splittings become comparable to DpvE. TSeSeT being the rst
example where parity violation dominates, and for the tellurium
and polonium compounds parity violation dominates already
10614 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643
for the deuterated compounds, thus these molecules might, in
principle, be useful for measurements of DpvE0 disregarding
other problems arising from chemical properties and
radioactivity.

The graphical representation in Fig. 19 is suggested by an
equation originally given by Zel'dovich228,229 and complemented
in ref. 46 by a geometry dependent factor fgeo (for Zel'dovich fgeo
¼ 1)

DpvE

h
¼ fgeoðq1; q2; q3;.qsÞ � 104 �

	
Zeff

100


5

Hz (42)

This would provide a simple estimate, if one takes some
weighted average over the charge numbers of the nuclei in the
molecule (in the simplest case a weighted average of the two
heaviest nuclei46). The simple scaling with Z5 is suggested by the
form of the operators, the effect of spin–orbit coupling and of
the weak nuclear charges QA taking the simple approximation
that the number of neutrons is roughly proportional to Z as well.
One can also check for an empirical scaling Zeff

n with an
adjustable power n, which one could derive from a t to the
slope in the graph in Fig. 19. In this case one obtains n ¼ 6.0(2)
as an ‘empirical’ result (the straight line t in Fig. 19). The
problem in such scaling formulae arises from the complicated
form of fgeo(q1,q2,q3,.qs) and a critical discussion can be found
in ref. 208. An obvious way to nd molecules with smaller
tunneling splittings is to use compounds ZYYZ (or ZYYX etc.)
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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with heavier Z-atoms and interesting examples are ClOOCl230–232

and ClSSCl.233,234 Fig. 20 shows the torsional potential and the
parity violating potential as a function of the torsional angle
(with again scales on the ordinate axes being different by 15
orders of magnitude as shown). One can see very nicely the
symmetry of the ‘electromagnetic’ (Born–Oppenheimer) poten-
tial in this case shown centered at the trans-structure (180�) and
the antisymmetry of the parity violating potentials (for various
calculations with slightly different quantum chemical
methods). ClSSCl is an example where the tunneling splitting
was shown to be at least 40 orders of magnitude smaller than
the parity violating potentials233 as recently reconrmed.227

Thus in this molecule, the ground states of each enantiomer are
clearly localized at the chiral structures and one can signi-
cantly measure a ground state energy difference DpvE0 between
the enantiomers of this molecule. This measurable energy
difference for the ground state (or excited rovibrational states
possibly including hyperne substructures) can be calculated
by the expectation values for the corresponding rovibronic
(possibly nuclear spin hyperne) state 4(k)

evr:

DpvE
(k) ¼ h4(k)

evrjEpv R(q1,.,qs)j4(k)
evri

� h4(k)
evrjEpv S(�q1,.,�qs)j4(k)

evri (43)
Fig. 20 Calculated torsional potential (full line, right ordinate scale)
and parity-violating potential (left ordinate scale, lines with various
symbols for various approximations in the electroweak quantum
chemistry233) for ClSSCl. The equilibrium structure and the definition of
the torsional angle s are shown in the upper part of the figure234 (after
ref. 233).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The ground state energy difference DpvE0 is a special case
with k ¼ 0. Sometimes the DpvE0 can be approximated by taking
the values of the parity violating potentials at the equilibrium
geometries DpvEel(qe). For ClSSCl, for example, one nds DpvE0
¼ hc � 1.35 � 10�12 cm�1 and DpvEel(qe) ¼ hc � 1.29 �
10�12 cm�1,233 where the vibrational averaging was restricted to
the torsional coordinate to obtain an estimate for the uncer-
tainties introduced when neglecting vibrational averaging (see
also ref. 112).

Fig. 21 illustrates another effect. The parity violating
potential as a function of structure can change sign just when
changing the conformation of some side chain without
changing the conguration at the chiral center. This was
discussed in detail for alanine183,235 as it is also of potential
relevance for biological homochirality (see below). Changing
the orientation for the carboxylato group has a great inuence
on the parity violating potential, being positive in about the
range 50� to 140� and negative otherwise. However, the
conguration at the ‘asymmetric carbon atom’ is, of course
always the same, corresponding to L-alanine for all angles
shown in Fig. 21.

While in the present perspective article we do not review
details of the implementation of the theory in the quantum
chemical calculations a brief note on the practical aspects of
these may be useful. In Zurich the earliest implementation used
electronic wavefunctions (j0 and jm in eqn (33), for example)
from the standard Gaussian program package (see ref. 183 and
supplementary material for details), later implementations
used linear response theory, eqn (38) with the common Dalton
package (see ref. 197 for a description). We also used an
implementation with density functional theory (see ref. 184 not
published in detail otherwise, but see also ref. 201 for example)
and later with coupled cluster linear response theory in the
open source PSI3 package.187 Several other implementations
exist from the later work of other groups using various program
packages and we refer to the reviews and the literature cited for
further details.46,182,184–187 We might also note that in addition to
the parity violating energy differences DpvE one can also calcu-
late many other properties with some of these implementations,
such as parity violating frequency shis, average structures of
the ground states, excited states, thermodynamic properties etc.
(see e.g. ref. 110–112, 138 and 184), all of which are modied by
parity violation.
4. Towards spectroscopic
experiments
4.1. Developing experimental concepts and spectroscopic
techniques for the study of parity violation in chiral molecules

As briey mentioned in Section 3, successful spectroscopic
experiments promise great progress in fundamental aspects of
molecular and biomolecular stereochemistry and possibly also
concerning precision experiments on parameters of the stan-
dard model of particle physics (SMPP). At the same time such
experiments also present a major challenge because of the
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10615



Fig. 21 Calculated parity violating potential Epv (left ordinate scale) and parity conserving potential Epc (right ordinate scale) for alanine in the gas
phase and in solution as a function of the orientation of the carboxylato group of the zwitterionic form of L-alanine (a in the upper part cor-
responding to the angle in the structure shown in the lower part). The dotted lines correspond to results in solution (labelled SCRF-RPA), the line
labelled Epv(RPA),,, are for the gas phase. The dashed lines are from CASSCF-LR calculations, the highest level used. The ordinary lines without
symbols represent the parity conserving potentials with a minimum near 60�. The differences between gas phase and solution are not very large
and comparable changes are also found when changing the level of theory (after ref. 183 and 235).
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small magnitude of the predicted effects, and there are no ‘low
hanging fruits’ to be harvested, even though the high hanging
fruits may be of particularly good taste. As of today there seem
to be only two reasonably advanced efforts worldwide, one in
Zürich which started with rst publications from 1986 (ref. 137)
onwards and one in Paris, starting with rst publications in
1999.236 The two projects have been reviewed for example in
ref. 46, 62, 66, 67, 136, 237 and 238. Other groups have
expressed interest in developing experimental projects (e.g. ref.
239), but there does not seem to be any concrete published
record on progress in any of these. There have been proposals
on a variety of experimental concepts on how to address parity
violation in chiral molecules and we have summarized these
before.46,62 None of these other schemes seem to be particularly
promising or easier than the schemes used in current projects,
but one should certainly also consider these and further
possibilities. Here we shall discuss only the two different
concepts for the currently ongoing projects. Fig. 22 shows
10616 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643
a graphical survey of the historical development, from which
one can get an overview over these really long term efforts.

The different concepts can be understood with the energy
level schemes shown in Fig. 8 and 23. In a scheme originally
proposed by Letokhov in 1975 (ref. 240 and 249) one attempts to
measure a difference in the high resolution spectra of the
separate enantiomers S and R, which may for a particular
transition have the frequency nS and nR in the different enan-
tiomers. As one can see from the scheme in Fig. 8 this corre-
sponds to a difference of parity violating energy differences DpvE
in two corresponding molecular levels

DpvE* � DpvE ¼ h(nR � nS) (44)

The group of Letokhov has already tried to see a corre-
sponding splitting of lines in infrared spectra of CHFClBr in
a racemic mixture249 measuring at sub-Doppler resolution of
about Dn/n x 10�8, which is almost ten orders of magnitude
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 22 Graphical survey of the historical development of the two currently pursued experimental concepts (with (a) ref. 240, (b) ref. 241, (c) ref.
137, (d) ref. 242, (e) ref. 243, (f) ref. 244, (g) ref. 236, (h) ref. 245, (i) ref. 237, (j) ref. 238), (k) ref. 246, (l) ref. 247, (m) ref. 248).
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away from the effect as calculated later.111 Shortly thereaer
Arimondo, Glorieux and Oka did sub-Doppler Lamb-dip spec-
troscopy on camphor with separated enantiomers, with about
Fig. 23 Enantiomers of chiral molecules of the general type X–Y–Y–X
and scheme for the experiment to measure DpvE (red arrows for time-
dependent experiment) and Dpvn ¼ ns � nR (blue arrows). The combi-
nation of selected red and green arrows in the scheme leads to
a measurement of DpvE in the frequency domain. The excited state of
well defined parity (minus or plus signs) can be in an electronically
excited state or in an excited vibrational-tunneling state as shown in
ref. 231. The red arrow in absorption corresponds to a transition
between an S and a negative parity level (energy hnS�). The green
arrow in absorption corresponds to a transition between an R and
a negative parity level (energy hnR�). The difference is hnS� � hnR� ¼
DpvE0. The energy difference between the two blue absorption lines
within R and S, hnS � hnR ¼ DpvE0 � DpvE1, is the difference of parity
violating energy differences (modified after ref. 69 and 136).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a similar precision.241 Again, the effect was calculated later to be
much smaller250 for camphor as well. We have in Zurich fol-
lowed Letokhov's scheme in parallel to our scheme, achieving
high resolution analyses with hyperne structure analysis of
microwave and rovibrational infrared spectra of CHFClBr in
supersonic jets.242,243 This work identied coincidences with
CO2 laser lines and came to the conclusion, that with ultrahigh
resolution sub-Doppler spectroscopy using these or related
coincidences one might approach resolutions sufficient to
identify parity violating effects.243 Such experiments were
subsequently actually carried out in Paris achieving Dn/n x 2 �
10�13 (ref. 236) still several orders of magnitude away from the
theoretically predicted effects.111 With subsequent improve-
ments reviewed in ref. 237 and 238, the currently ongoing
experiments appear to be promising for molecules involving
very heavy elements, where the parity violating effects are rela-
tively large. So far, no experiment along these lines has been
successful, however.

In the other concept proposed by us in 1986,137 actually
informally reported earlier on a few occasions between 1977 and
1986 already (see ref. 68 and references cited therein), one
makes use of an ‘achiral’ excited molecular energy level of well
dened parity which has radiative electric dipole transition
moments connecting to both enantiomers (see Fig. 8 and 23).
Using such a level, one can prepare a coherent superposition of
well dened parity in the ground state and follow the time
evolution of parity due to parity violation (see Section 4.2). From
this, one obtains DpvE directly and separately (one could also
measure some DpvE* separately, of course46). This scheme can
also be carried out in frequency resolved experiments, when
DpvE can then be isolated as a spectroscopic ‘combination
difference’.61 We shall discuss now some aspects for the time
dependent scheme in more detail.
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10617



Fig. 24 Experimental molecular beam setup showing the three laser
beams of the three steps (top part, scheme, middle part, modified after
ref. 245 and below a photograph of the time-of-flight part of the actual
setup). We note that the laser systems used in the experiment need
actually much more space than this ‘core’ part of the experiment. In
the back one can also see (just barely) a part of the setup for comb
based high-resolution cavity-ring down spectroscopy of molecules in
a supersonic jet expansion.252

Chemical Science Perspective
4.2. Towards a measurement of DpvE and a test of sensitivity
with an achiral molecule

Our approach in Zurich137 can be illustrated with the scheme
outlined in Fig. 23. It uses the idea that either one may have
a planar excited electronic state, where the rovibronic levels
have essentially well dened parity or else one has a modest
barrier for stereomutation in the electronic ground state,
where one can thus reach by vibrational excitation with
infrared lasers levels near to or above the barrier, where they
can have large tunneling splittings and thus satisfy the
condition in eqn (19), guaranteeing that they have essentially
well dened parity, a typical tunneling switching situation.231

Then one can carry out an experiment following the schemes
in Fig. 14 and 24. One rst prepares with a sequence of two
laser pulses a state of well dened parity at low energy, where
the inequality eqn (20) applies. One can use rapid adiabatic
passage (RAP) in a molecular beam experiment245 or chirped
laser pulses232 or also stimulated Raman adiabatic passage
(STIRAP).251 This prepared parity state is time dependent and
evolves under parity violation according to eqn (11) and (12)
which in the two state approximation becomes

JðtÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p expð�2piElt=hÞ
�
lþ 9 exp

��2piDpvEt
�
h
��

(45)

Thus the populations of the positive and negative parity level
become

1 � p+(t) ¼ p�(t) ¼ sin2(pDpvEt/h) (46)

a periodic time evolution with a period on the order of
a second, depending on the value of DpvE. In the molecular
beam setup shown in Fig. 24 the evolution time aer prepa-
ration will be on the order of milliseconds with typical
molecular speeds and a ight path on the order of 1 m. One
can use the approximation sin2 x z x2 for small values of the
argument resulting in

1 � p+(t) ¼ p�(t) x p2DpvE
2t2/h2 (47)

This change in the populations can be observed spectro-
scopically because the rovibronic spectra of the parity isomers
differ, as shown in Fig. 25. When one has a full assignment of
the rovibronic spectrum of the R or S enantiomer (or a racemic
mixture) one can label each line by a parity symbol ‘+’ or ‘�’,
depending upon whether it connects to a positive or negative
parity of the upper level in the transition, all lines being
allowed in the spectrum for the ordinary chiral molecule (R or
S or racemic mixture) of the upper part in Fig. 25. Aer
preparation of a ‘negative parity isomer’ in the preparation
steps only the blue lines marked with a + will appear due to
electric dipole selection rules. As the character of the
prepared state changes parity in time following eqn (46) and
(47), this can be probed by detecting transitions at frequen-
cies corresponding to the red lines marked ‘�‘, and the
reverse would be true aer initial preparation of a ‘positive
parity isomer’. This detection can be carried out sensitively,
10618 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643
say, by a UV laser multiphoton excitation–ionization tech-
nique. The sensitivity of this detection, i.e. how small a pop-
ulation in eqn (47) is detectable, determines in essence the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 25 Schematic illustration of the spectral changes in the super-
position experiment (modified after ref. 66 and 136).

Fig. 26 (a) Scheme of some of the rovibrational levels relevant for the
one and two photon population transfer in NH3. The green line is for
the REMPI detection. (b) Quasi-adiabatic channel potentials of NH3 for
the lowest channel and the vibrationally excited channel with v1 ¼ 1.
The vibrational energies for the 3 lowest inversion levels are shown
together with the corresponding wavefunctions as supported by the
effective quasiadiabatic channel potentials (after ref. 245).
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size of DpvE which can be detected without the signal dis-
appearing in the noise. We note that in a real experiment
neither the parity selection will be perfect nor will the time
evolution be completely free from external inuences (colli-
sions, elds, thermal radiation, etc.), these effects deter-
mining the ‘noise’ background limiting the measurement. On
the other hand, the frequency resolution need only be suffi-
cient to detect separate rovibrational levels, and for this
a resolution of 1 MHz (oen only 10 or 100 MHz, depending
on the spectrum) will be sufficient and is readily available by
current high resolution laser spectroscopic techniques for
instance with the frequency comb based optical parametric
oscillators (OPO's) used by us in ref. 245, but also with other
laser techniques.

We have tested the method and its sensitivity with the setup
shown in Fig. 24 and with an achiral molecule NH3, where the
spectrum is extremely well known and assigned.245 The spec-
troscopic scheme of preparation and detection steps is shown
in Fig. 26. These experiments, which also demonstrated new
hyperne structure resolution on excited vibrational states of
NH3, show, of course, effective parity conservation in the time
evolution, because NH3 is achiral with levels of well dened
parity, which would also be the case for the chiral isotopomer
NHDT having a large tunneling splitting in the ground state.142

However, the test experiment can be used for an estimate of the
sensitivity of the current setup and therefore of the values DpvE,
which would be detectable. It was concluded that values of DpvE
x 100 aeV should be measurable with the current experimental
setup, and systematic improvements would allow the
measurement of even smaller values of DpvE. Such values are
predicted for chiral molecules involving only atoms not heavier
than chlorine. Indeed, for the molecule ClOOCl parity violation
is calculated to completely dominate over tunneling, making
the molecule suitable, in principle, for a measurement of DpvE.
In ref. 232 we have reported a complete simulation of the
experiment with preparation and detection steps. The current
progress in the experiment depends on obtaining adequate
assignments of spectra for suitable chiral molecules identifying
positive and negative parity levels as indicated schematically in
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Fig. 25. This turns out to be a non-trivial task with progress to be
discussed in the next section. We shall, however, rst discuss an
interesting conceptual aspect. The prepared parity isomers in
the experiment have the character of being at the same time R
and S enantiomers corresponding to the wavefunctions c+ and
c� indicated in Fig. 11, which carry equal weight for l and 9

which would be the chiral enantiomers. Such states are classi-
cally impossible and sometimes are called ‘Schrödinger's cat’
aer the famous discussion of Schrödinger, which identied
quantum mechanical states of a cat which is prepared in
a thought experiment in a state where it is at the same time dead
and alive (with some probability253), a situation which is clas-
sically absurd (see also a cartoon in ref. 66). We have noted
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10619
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occasionally that Schrödinger's ‘quantum cat’ analogy corre-
sponds to a cruel experiment on an animal, which frequently
comes out dead in the nal step of the analysis (‘observation’).
We therefore have proposed (for the analogous ‘parity isomer’)
as a better analogy a quantum chameleon which stays alive and
only changes color in the course of time, which would be
a natural thing for a chameleon to do anyway (the change of
a spectrum as in Fig. 25 is, of course, the analogue of a change
of color68,254,255). Fig. 27 illustrates the quantum chameleon
experiment. One starts out with a natural (chiral) chameleon
(alive, say with S-alanine etc.) of some arbitrary color (shown
colorless on top). In the preparation step one generates a well
dened parity state for the chameleon with some color (say
green for the positive parity). This implies that the chameleon is
a superposition of the chameleon and its ‘mirror image’ enan-
tiomer, which would be highly non-classical not only at the
macroscopic level but also at the molecular level, all chiral
molecules such as amino acids etc. would be prepared in
a superposition of R and S enantiomers. This non-classical state
would change color with time (staying a superposition) and in
the end in any case the animal would stay alive, being subjected
in the experiment only to some mild infrared radiation. In
contrast to the Schrödinger cat the quantum chameleon is not
in a superposition state of ‘dead and alive’ but in a superposi-
tion state of ‘le and right’ at the same time, which are both
alive and stay alive in the nal step. Whether at intermediate
time the animal feels uncomfortable with such superpositions
of R and S enantiomers we do not know, but we hope that all is
comfortable and perfectly ne for the chameleon making it an
allowed friendly experiment on an animal.
4.3. Development of spectroscopic techniques and high
resolution analyses for chiral molecules and the spectroscopic
realization of a quantum chameleon

Identifying suitable molecules and their high resolution spectra
as suitable for ‘ultra high’ resolution in view of a spectroscopic
detection of parity violation in chiral molecules is important for
all experimental concepts. Particularly for our approach as
Fig. 27 Time evolution of the ‘quantum chameleon’. It starts in some n
position state (two classical states at the same time left and right, green
corresponding to a negative parity state still with two classical structure
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proposed in 1986,137 it is essential to have adequately resolved
and analysed spectra in order to identify lines connecting to
states of well dened parity in the excited state as discussed in
Section 4.2.

However, until 1986 there existed not a single example of
a chiral molecule, where an analysis of an optical spectrum (IR,
VIS, UV) had been achieved with full rovibrational resolution as
needed for this approach. Such analyses seemed very difficult
although not impossible at this time for molecules of the
necessary minimum complexity related to chirality. In the
meantime there has been much progress in developments of
spectroscopic techniques which is reviewed elsewhere257–262 (see
also many further articles contained in ref. 258). Specically,
progress has been made also on the analysis of high resolution
spectra of chiral molecules and Table 2 provides a survey of
chiral molecules for which parity violation has been studied
theoretically and where preliminary high resolution analyses of
optical spectra are available by now. The table retains only
molecules, for which tunneling splittings in the ground state
are negligible such that DpvE0 is an actually measurable ground
state energy difference of the stable enantiomers according to
the scheme on the right hand side of Fig. 11. These molecules
are thus in principle suitable for studies of parity violation by
one of the techniques discussed in Section 4.2, although not all
are really very favourable for such studies, if jDpvEj is small.
Here, we shall discuss one relatively favourable case: 1,2-
dithiine (C4H4S2) shown in Fig. 28.284,285

For this molecule theory predicts DpvE/(hc) x 1.1 �
10�11 cm�1 (corresponding to DpvE x 1.36 feV) which is well in
the range accessible to our current experimental technique.
Also the tunneling splitting in the ground state has been esti-
mated to be well below 10�20 cm�1, which guarantees that DpvE0
is, in principle, measurable.284 At the same time the barrier for
stereomutation is calculated to be around 2500 cm�1, which
makes large tunneling splittings at this and higher levels
possible, in a range accessible to our comb-based high resolu-
tion laser (OPO) supersonic jet techniques245,252 (in addition to
high resolution FTIR spectroscopy260,284,285). It is clear, however,
atural state of undefined color (top) being then prepared as a super-
color corresponding to positive, ‘+’ parity), then changing color to red,
s at the same time but different phase (drawn with Inkscape256).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 Summary of chiral molecules for which theoretical studies of
DpvE and high resolution spectroscopic analyses existf

Molecule jDpvEj/aeV References

ClOOCl 71.3 187, 231 and 232
ClSSCl 161.2 233 and 234
PF35Cl37Cl 3.5 222 and 262
HSSSH 198.4 263 and 264
CHF35Cl37Cl a 260, 261 and 265–267
CHFClBr 235.6 111, 112, 242 and 243
CDFClBr 235.6 112 and 268
CHFClI b 269 and 270
CHFBrI b 269, 271 and 272
CHDTOH 45.9 273
CHF]C]CHF 17.4 187, 274 and 275
CHF]C]CHCl 86.8 187 and 275
CHCl]C]CHCl 136.4 187 and 275
D-Oxirane (CH2CHDO) (0.025)c 276
D2 oxirane (trans CHDCHDO) c 277
F-Oxirane (cyclo-CH2CHFO) 21.1 244, 278 and 279
Cyclo-CH2CD2SO

d 246 and 280
Cyclo-CH2CHDSO d 246 and 280
Cyano-oxirane CH2CHCNO 12.4 281 and 282
Cyano-aziridine CH2CHCNNH 12.4 281 and 283
1,2-Dithiine C4H4S2 1364.0 284 and 285
Alanine (CH3CHNH2COOH) 6.2e 182, 183 and 235

a A preliminary value is small. b Here theory calculated frequency shi
values for the C–F stretching fundamental transition. c Small
preliminary value. d Preliminary estimate is small. e Strongly
conformer dependent and in any case small. f In most cases the
ground state energy differences DpvE in aeV (attoelectronvolt, 10�18

eV) are approximated by the electronic energy differences at the
equilibrium geometries, which is only a rough approximation.
Dividing the values by 10.36 one obtains the reaction enthalpies
DpvH

�
0 at 0 K in pico Joule mol�1 (1 pJ ¼ 10�12 J). Dividing by 1.24 one

obtains the corresponding reduced wavenumber (i.e. energy as hc �
10�14 cm�1).
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that the analysis of rotation–vibration–tunneling spectra in
a molecule of this complexity still presents a major challenge,
particularly so at high energy in a very dense spectrum. Clearly
progress on similar molecules, also newly designed ones,
remains desirable in the future. Another relatively favourable
candidate for experiments in Table 2 would be trisulfane
(HSSSH) for experiments in the ground electronic state. For 1,3-
dichloroallene one could use an excited electronic state as
intermediate achiral state with levels of well dened parity. We
Fig. 28 The enantiomers of 1,2-dithiine are shown on the left together w
antisymmetric parity violating potentials (red line, right ordinate scale) o
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note that one advantage of the experimental scheme
following137 (as illustrated in Fig. 24) is, that there is no need to
synthesize enantiopure samples. One can simply work with
a racemate or an enantioenriched sample as it might be easily
available.

At present we shall discuss an example of an achiral mole-
cule of almost comparable complexity, where we have success-
fully achieved such an analysis of rotation-vibration-tunneling
states in a tunneling switching situation.286–288 This has allowed
us to demonstrate non-classical ‘quantum chameleon states’
involving ground state levels which are separated by energies
corresponding to about hc � 0.8 cm�1. The example is m-D-
phenol which exists in the two planar isomeric forms as syn-
and anti-isomer, as shown in Fig. 29. While the electronic Born–
Oppenheimer potential hypersurface has minima of identical
energy for these isomers, small zero point energy effects lead to
a small ground state energy difference of DE(syn–anti), which
was predicted by theory to be much larger than the ground state
tunneling splitting in the symmetric tunneling potential for
ordinary phenol, which is about hc � 0.0019 cm�1.286

Thus in the lowest vibrational states of m-D-phenol, one has
energy eigenstates separated by about 0.8 cm�1 with wave-
functions corresponding to localized syn- and anti-isomers as
shown in Fig. 29. The situation is analogous to the asymmetric
tunneling situation with parity violation in the right hand side
of Fig. 11 with localized wavefunctions as well. However, the
asymmetry in m-D-phenol has a different physical origin and is
much larger (0.8 cm�1 corresponding to about 0.1 meV instead
of 100 aeV for parity violation, 12 orders of magnitude smaller).
Nevertheless also for the m-D-phenol we have a tunneling
switching situation given the modest barrier for isomerization
of only about 1000 cm�1. Thus for the torsional level vT ¼ 2 at
600 cm�1, and higher, the eigenfunctions are delocalized and
show an approximate symmetry similar to the symmetric case of
ordinary phenol, a typical tunneling switching situation.
Therefore one can by a sequence of laser pulses completely
analogous to our discussion for chiral molecules in Section 4.2
generate an exotic ‘quantum chameleon’ state which is at the
same time a syn- and anti-isomer, a classically impossible situ-
ation. Fig. 30 shows the result for a simulation of such an
experiment. Because for the case ofm-D-phenol these results are
based on a successful analysis of the experimental high
ith the symmetric parity conserving (blue line, left ordinate scale) and
n the right (after ref. 284 and 285).
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Fig. 29 The lowest adjusted adiabatic channel potential for meta-D-phenol including several torsional energy levels and wavefunctions. The two
potential wells corresponding to the anti and syn structures are indicated by the two equilibrium structures (carbon atoms are shown in grey,
hydrogen light grey, oxygen red and deuterium violet). The subscripts l and u refer to lower and upper levels, whose energies are referenced to the
lowest quantum state as 0 and are given in terms of Ek/(hc cm�1). The superscripts + and � denote positive and negative parities. In the graphical
representation the splittings can be seen only for the highest level but can be deduced from the energies given. The two minima of the adiabatic
channel potentials are indicated by their negative values with respect to the energy zero. The eigenfunctions of the lower sublevels are shown in
black, the ones for the upper sublevel in red color.One sees that for the two lowest torsional levels they are localised in onewell (with effectively zero
values in the other well, thus no visible line). In the higher torsional levels they are delocalized over both wells (after ref. 287 and 288).

Fig. 30 Preparation of the exotic non-classical superpositions of the syn- and anti-isomer structures inm-D-phenol by a sequence of laser pulses.
One starts in the localized ground state (vT ¼ 0) of the more stable anti-isomer, which is excited by a first (long) laser pulse to the lower tunneling
sublevel of the excited torsional state (vT ¼ 3). This is a delocalized ‘tunneling switching’ state. A second, short laser prepares the superposition of
syn- and anti-states in the vT¼ 0 torsional level. The upper left shows the time dependent eigenstate populations (full lines) and laser pulses (dashed
lines). The upper right part shows the wavepacket as probability jJ(4,t)j2d4 as a function of the torsional angle. One recognizes the localized initial
state, the delocalized intermediate state and the syn- and anti-superposition at the very end of the time range shown (after ref. 288).

10622 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 © 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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resolution spectra, the results of Fig. 30 can be considered
equivalent to an experimental result, because the effective
Hamiltonian used in the simulation ts the experimental high
resolution spectroscopic results (see the discussions in ref. 18,
97 and 154 on this point). The population of syn- and anti-
isomers at the end of the pulse sequence is constant in time.
However, because it is a superposition of eigenstates of different
energy, this is a time dependent state, and the time dependence
can be observed by a change in the infrared spectrum for
example as shown in Fig. 31 and 32. We have used here the
results of ref. 288, but have chosen a width for the spectral
‘lines’ as it would correspond to a kinetic experiment with
uncertainty limited simultaneous time and frequency resolu-
tion.289 These results can be considered as the analogue of our
experimental scheme on parity violation. Because of the
different orders of magnitude, the time scales are quite
different. Also, here we use the scheme in the reverse way by
Fig. 31 Time dependent infrared absorption spectrum (in the vT ¼ 2
range) of the superposition state after the very end of the excitation
shown in Fig. 30 (i.e. of the isolated molecule without further laser
excitation), which defines t ¼ 0 for the present figure. Neither the
probability density nor the eigenstate populations change in the range
of times (t ¼ 0 to 36 ps) shown here. The time dependent change of
the spectrum arises from a change of phases and corresponding
approximate symmetries of the state in analogy to eqn (44)–(46). The
width of the lines was chosen related to a time resolution of 9 ps
(modified after ref. 288, where details are discussed). The spectra are
calculated with effective spectroscopic Hamiltonian parameters
derived from experiment.287,288

Fig. 32 Time dependent infrared spectrum as observed by ‘kinetic
spectroscopy’, with uncertainty limited time and frequency resolution
(for the vT ¼ 3 range). See also captions to Fig. 30 and 31. Here the
width of the spectral lines was chosen to correspond to a time reso-
lution of 4.5 ps (dashed lines) and about 10 ps (solid lines). One can
nicely recognize the half-period of motion �20 ps corresponding to
the energy difference of the two superposed eigenstates (in vT ¼ 0:
DE/(hc) z 0.82 cm�1, after ref. 288, see also caption to Fig. 31).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
analysing a frequency resolved spectrum to obtain the corre-
sponding time resolved result. This is possible, because our
frequency resolution is sufficient to do so. In the experiment on
parity violation, we do not have the frequency resolution to
measure the effect. However, by observing the time resolved
result, we can obtain the desired energy resolved quantity DpvE.

The structures of the molecular quantum chameleon states
introduce also a completely new concept in the history of
molecular structure as discussed in ref. 72. The parity isomers
as also the superposition of syn- and anti-structures are a new
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10623



Fig. 33 The extreme example of knots as topological enantiomers as
proposed by Sauvage and co-workers,11 which use classical
mechanical structural concepts. The scheme of137 would prepare
superpositions of such classical structures, for instance passing via
excited electronic states where bonds are broken and the knots open.
But are such quantum mechanical superpositions possible? (after ref.
290).
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kind of isomer, which may be called ‘bistructural’ isomers,
implying that they represent two classical structures ‘at the
same time’ (not a ‘mixture’ of two separate isomers). This is
classically impossible, but perfectly possible in quantum
mechanics. The properties of these bistructural isomers are
different from mixtures of isomers. For instance, their spectra
are quite different. Our approach to prepare such structures
opens not only a window to obtain new results on parity viola-
tion, for example, but also paves a way towards a molecular
quantum technology such as possibly quantum information
and quantum computing,288 quantum switches or quantum
machines, which will be very different from the ‘classical’
molecular switches and machines.10–12 We have noted before
that various kinds of such superpositions of molecular isomers
can be considered64 and the concept can be extended to tri-
structural and multistructural isomers. The time dependence
observed for such nonclassical structures obviously depends on
the energy difference between the ground states of the ordinary
classical isomers. We have recently also presented results for
the exotic superpositions of ortho- and para-nuclear spin
isomers of ClSSCl, for which the time dependencies falls in the
range between those of the syn- and anti-superpositions and the
enantiomer superpositions.234 There will be a large eld of
research to be explored with many opportunities in the future.
One fundamental test using this approach would be a test on
the limits of validity of the superposition principle of quantum
mechanics, that is the very foundations of quantummechanics.
Will it be possible to prepare such superpositions of enantio-
mers of molecules of arbitrary complexity, for example the
‘molecular knots’ as examples of topological enantiomers
shown in Fig. 33.290 A surprising experiment testing for
quantum mechanical superpositions was formulated in ref. 97
and the predicted outcome would be obvious from quantum
mechanics, but it remains unknown, whether experiment will
conrm it, if ever done. One may justly ask, whether there is
a limit of size, mass or complexity, where quantum mechanics
ceases to be valid. This may appear far-fetched, but hypotheses
of such failures of quantum mechanics arising from weak
effects of the gravitational interactions have been put
forward.291 Another limitation of the superposition principle
arising from Pfeifer's superselectionrule292,293 could be tested as
well.
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5. Parity violation and biomolecular
homochirality

In his Nobel prize lecture 1975 on ‘Chirality in chemistry’,4 V.
Prelog concludes with a brief statement on the question of
biomolecular homochirality:

‘The time at my disposition also does not permit me to deal with
the manifold biochemical and biological aspects of molecular
chirality. Two of these must be mentioned, however, briey. The
rst is the fact that although most compounds involved in funda-
mental life processes, such as sugars and amino acids, are chiral
and although the energy of both enantiomers and the probability of
their formation in an achiral environment are equal, only one
enantiomer occurs in Nature; the enantiomers involved in life
processes are the same in men, animals, plants and microorgan-
isms, independent on their place and time on Earth. Many
hypotheses have been conceived about this subject, which can be
regarded as one of the rst problems of molecular theology. One
possible explanation is that the creation of living matter was an
extremely improbable event, which occurred only once.’

Prelog refers here to the observation that in the biopolymers
of life (with chiral amino acids in the proteins and chiral sugars
in DNA) only the L-amino acids and only the D-sugars are used.
Strictly speaking in other circumstances (not in the biopoly-
mers) the other enantiomeric forms do occur also naturally in
biological processes. Also the uniqueness of selection, say, of
the whole series of natural L-amino acids depends upon the
convention used. For instance with the R, S nomenclature there
are not only S-amino acids selected. For example L-cystein is
selected as D/L nomenclature identies it as ‘L’ enantiomer by
convention, but when using the CIP convention it will be R-
cystein as this corresponds to L-cystein according to the rule in
this case. But the basic fact remains true, as stated by Prelog,
that for each particular amino acid and each sugar only one
enantiomer occurs in the biopolymers.

Why this is so has been an enigma for more than a century,
the phenomenon has been noted (with limited knowledge)
already by Pasteur3,87–89 and by Fischer96 for instance, identifying
this ‘homochirality’ as a simple chemical signature of life.
While the statement of this long standing enigma by Prelog is
thus essentially correct, we have noted in many friendly private
discussions with him in Zurich in the early 1980's and in the
publication dedicated to him at his 80th birthday meeting,137

that the premisses are incorrect: because of parity violation the
energies of the enantiomers in an achiral environment are in
fact not equal (that one might consider free space as chiral is
a separate story, see ref. 69 and 72 for some of the history).

The question is then, how important this small asymmetry
arising from parity violation will be for the origin of biomolec-
ular homochirality.62We anticipate here the short answer: we do
not know, but at least one can say that the discovery in 1995 (ref.
182) of an increase by a factor of 10 to 100 of parity violating
energy differences DpvE calculated from theory has made the
possibility of an important effect of parity violation in the
evolution of biomolecular homochirality more likely than it
seemed before, but in any case the question remains open.62
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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There is an obvious relation to the other open question con-
cerning the origin of life. How did life arise from ‘non-living
matter’? This question, which refers to the frontier between
the non-living and living refers to what is the very nature of life.
The question ‘What is life?’ also has a long history with many
debates in the scientic and the non scientic literature.
Schrödinger asked the question from a physicist's perspective
in his famous little book arising from lectures in 1943.294 Twenty
years earlier, ThomasMann has asked this question repeating it
three times in a chapter ‘research’ (Forschungen) in his novel
‘Der Zauberberg’ (The Magic Mountain295), inspired by his stays
in Arosa in the Swiss Alps as was Schrödinger in deriving ‘his
equation’.114,296 Both books are frequently quoted in the context
(see for example ref. 297). We shall take here the pragmatic
point of view that we can distinguish the ‘living’ from the ‘non-
living’ by inspection in a fairly straight-forward way.66 On these
three open questions there exists, indeed, a huge literature, of
which we shall mention here only a small selection.298–326 In ref.
62, 66 and 69 we have provided more extended discussion
related to various questions on life in a ‘decision diagram’ or
ow diagram reproduced here in Fig. 34. Without going into
details we summarize here that at every step the related ques-
tion is really open. However, there are for each step ‘opinions’
from what we have called communities of belief.61,65,66,69 For
instance, whether life is rare in the universe, possibly singular,
only existing on our planet, as surmised by Monod314 and
perhaps Prelog,4 or else whether it is frequent, as seems to be
the current majority opinion, according to some informal, non-
representative ‘polls’ in lectures,66,69 is in reality completely
open.65,69,327 This corresponds to the rst step in the diagram of
Fig. 34 (see also the reviews66,69).

Here we shall focus on the question on homochirality
addressed in the lower part of the diagram. One has essentially
two large communities of belief. The rst one assumes that
homochirality arises simply by a chance selection in the early
stages of the evolution, either pre-biological (non living matter)
or a little later in early living species. This we have called the ‘de
facto’ selection (by chance). The other community assumes that
the ‘de lege’ asymmetry arising from parity violation has been
important and the selection occurred by necessity, preferring
one form over the other in analogy to the diagram in Fig. 11. The
question could, in principle be answered by observation of
possibly many different forms of life on exoplanets,328–330 which
might be possible by a spectroscopic search for a systematic
homochirality on these planets66,186 or perhaps within our solar
system by space ight. The de facto hypotheses would predict
a statistical distribution of ‘L’ or ‘D’ homochirality (if any). The
de lege hypotheses would predict a preponderance of one form
(perhaps even a unique selection of always the same form).

This question of life and biomolecular homochirality has
been addressed as well in the non scientic literature already
almost a century ago109 by D. Sayers and R. Eustace, well before
Schrödinger. There one nds in the crucial section on solving
a murder crime case by analytical spectroscopy in the form of
a test for optical activity the following passage (shortened, with
some omissions noted by ‘.’):
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
‘Life then, I suppose, is just one form of randomness.’

‘What is life?’ I asked suddenly.‘Well Pontius if we could answer
that question we should probably not need to ask the others.’ At
present – chemically speaking – the nearest denition I can
produce is some kind of bias. into a single asymmetric opti-
cally active substance. At the moment life appeared on this
planet, something happened to the molecular structure of
things. They got a twist.’

Indeed, we have called this ‘twist’ (giving preference to L-
amino acids in the biopolymers of life) a quasi-fossil from the
early phases of the evolution of life.66 Just as fossilized shells or
bones of animals contain information on structural properties
of ancient forms of life, the chemical preference of one kind of
enantiomer may carry information on early phases of the
‘chemical evolution’ of life. Until today, we do not know, how to
interpret this quasi-fossil, it remains a true enigma, to be solved
by experiment or theory, or both together.

There exists a huge literature presenting all kinds of argu-
ments on how life has originated from ‘chemistry’, oen called
‘prebiotic chemistry’,331,332 and how homochirality arose in this
process.333 It is quite impossible to discuss an even restricted
‘representative’ selection from these, but we shall mention
some aspects here in an exemplary way, concentrating on
essential concepts and some recent discussions. As we have
oen experienced the widespread ‘intuitive belief’ that energies
in the sub-feV range cannot possibly have had any inuence on
the origin of biomolecular homochirality, we start here with an
analogy referring to the role of the very small parity violating
energies in our understanding of the dynamics and physical–
chemical nature of chiral molecules, which has in fact been
dramatically altered by parity violation, if we accept current
theory for the moment without experimental test.

Consider again the diagram in Fig. 11. Without parity
violation the quantum energy eigenstates are delocalized in the
framework of quantum mechanics. One might then say, that
given the small effects from parity violation this picture should
remain true, with perhaps a minimal asymmetry in the delo-
calized ground state wavefunction. This argument is, indeed,
correct for molecules such as HOOH or NHDT, where eqn (19)
applies. However, when eqn (20) applies, which is in fact the
case for all stable chiral molecules with lifetimes of a few days or
weeks at least, then the extremely small parity violating energy
difference DpvEel introduces an almost complete localization in
either one or the other well in an asymmetric potential (an ‘all
or nothing selection’).334 Some minor probability can be found
also in the other well, but this is exponentially small and
completely negligible. Thus parity violation, while very small,
has a huge consequence for the structure of the eigenstates.
This is true not only for the ground state but also for excited
states at usual thermal energies for stable chiral molecules.

Of course, this analogy does not imply that parity violation
must be similarly dominant in the evolution of biomolecular
homochirality. Indeed, if this process were controlled by ther-
modynamics then one may consider a typical equilibrium
constant for racemization, eqn (2), which would change because
of parity violation from a value of K ¼ 1 exactly to, say,
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10625



Fig. 34 Summary as ‘flow diagram’ for opinions and beliefs on the emergence of life and of homochirality (modified after ref. 66 and 69). The
‘flow diagram’ can be read from the top to the bottom as a sequence of decisions between alternatives or options for hypotheses. For example at
the first step one has the two alternative hypotheses of ‘frequent life’ in the universe or ‘rare life’ (singular, on Earth only) and similarly for the
following steps.
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K ¼ 1 � x � 10�14 (48)

with some x on the order of perhaps 0.01 to 100. Then at
equilibrium the systematic deviation from 1 would lead to
a systematic excess of one enantiomer over the other which is
on the order of or less than a typical random uctuation in
a perfect macroscopic sample, not even considering larger
inuences from impurities, external elds etc. Thus, if evolution
kinetics were controlled thermodynamically, the inuence of
a de lege selection of homochirality would be irrelevant as
compared to the de facto mechanisms.335 However, thermody-
namic control in evolution may not apply and, indeed, it seems
unlikely to be relevant here. One has to address kinetic
phenomena beyond thermodynamic control. Thus let us briey
summarize some mechanisms (see also ref. 66 and 69).

(1) Kinetic mechanisms with a stochastic ‘all or nothing’
selection have been known for some time and have been
repeatedly discussed.302,303,316–318,336–339 These could be supported
by a random bias in crystallization or adsorption,340–343 or by
some uctuation in a liquid phase environment.344,345With such
an hypothesis a complete preference towards a homochiral
system is expected, but it would lead to equal probability for ‘D’
or ‘L’ in repeated evolutions.

(2) If the transition from ‘non-living’ to ‘living’ matter is
a singular event, which happens by chance in some chiral
environment (say D- or L-quartz) favouring one enantiomer, then
this ‘initial’ life would transmit the unique enantiomeric
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structure to further generations.320,346,347 One might consider
also an initial enantiomeric (chiral) selectivity under the acci-
dental inuence of a local eld.348,349 A currently popular
hypothesis is the photochemical generation of an excess of one
enantiomer by circularly polarized light in interstellar clouds
from a nearby source for circularly polarized light as they were
in fact predicted by models. The observation of non equilibrium
distributions of enantiomers in meteorites has persuaded some
to believe in such a mechanism, still under debate
though.321,350–352

(3) One could have coexistence of two early life forms (or
‘almost life’) one ‘L’ one ‘D’ with equal chance for both, but one
dying out because of an ‘accident’. This scenario follows Mark
Green's parable of the two equal ‘runners’ (one ‘tripping’
stumbling and falling353).

(4) A low temperature phase transition due to parity violation
might induce prebiotically, and even completely abiotically,
also in inorganic matter, an enantiopure chemical environment
in which life might then start.322,354,355

(5) High energy radiation (or particles) arising from a process
involving parity violation might selectively destroy one enan-
tiomer of prebiotic or biotic matter. This suggestion has been
made quite early in the literature356 (see also ref. 338 and 357)
and was complemented recently with further quite interesting
suggestions.358

(6) One may have autocatalytic kinetic mechanisms which
over geological time scales could select one enantiomer
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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preferentially due to parity violation. Kondepudi and Nelson
have proposed mechanisms which might be selective in this
way in a lake with a plausible ‘chemical soup’ over time scales of
10 000 to 100 000 years, which is geologically short359,360 (see
also ref. 62, 66 and 361). It should be made clear here, that the
autocatalytic mechanism is of a formal mathematical nature
and no attempt was made to simulate conditions as they may
have prevailed on the early earth.362

These 6 mechanisms, which by nomeans provide a complete
list of existing proposals, can clearly be grouped into broad
classes of ‘de facto’ selection (by chance, mechanisms (1)–(3))
and ‘de lege’ selection (by necessity, mechanisms (4)–(6)). We
shall not enter into any further detailed discussion here, but we
note that some of these have had rm believers with heated
debates among the different communities of belief and some-
times false statements of evidence (see the discussions in ref.
62, 65 and 66 for further examples). The question arises, how to
obtain conclusive evidence. One approach might be to repeat
the total synthesis of life and evolution in the laboratory, clearly
a difficult enterprise, so far without much success (see e.g. ref.
363 and 364). We note here, that so far not even the total
synthesis of an enantiomeric copy of a simple existing bacte-
rium has been successful, although already proposed in 1990.365

Another approach would be to investigate the conditions for
certain mechanisms by systematic experiments complemented
by theory and thereby approach an answer in a stepwise way. In
this context there has been a most interesting series of experi-
ments by Blackmond and coworkers366–372 in relation to the
famous autocatalytic Soai mechanism373–378 (see also ref. 379).
Using minor perturbations by substituting ‘heavy’ (non-
hydrogen) isotopes such as 12C/13C or 14N/15N an estimate was
made about the threshold energy differences (e.g. in terms of
DG‡ in transition states) that can induce an amplication to
homochirality in a Soai-type mechanism. This threshold was
found to be about 10�5 J mol�1. While such small values are,
indeed, interesting, they are obviously much larger than
anything that might be expected to arise from parity violation,
perhaps 10�10 J mol�1 or at most a little larger. Sometimes this
gap on the order of 4 to 5 orders of magnitude has already been
interpreted as excluding any important effect from parity
violation in the evolution of biomolecular homochirality.
However, such a conclusion is quite unjustied as it refers only
to relatively simple mechanisms such as the Soai reaction. It is
possible and even likely, that real-life mechanisms in early
prebiotic or early biotic chemistry would be much more
complex and more sensitive to small energy effects. In that
sense the result, that energy differences on the order of 10�5 J
mol�1 are estimated to suffice for a selection of homochirality
on short time scales in simple autocatalytic mechanisms would
lead to rather optimistic expectations to bridge the remaining
gap of a few orders of magnitude with more sensitive and more
complex mechanisms on longer time scales.

It has sometimes also been argued that a chemical evolution
of homochirality is impossible on long time scales because
chiral molecules in reactive environments would always race-
mize on long time scales. This argument is obviously invalid, as
we have ‘living proof’ in the long lived existing homochirality of
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
life, which, indeed, has used for millions of years chiral mole-
cules in a permanently reactive chemical environment and has
successfully avoided racemization by a ‘complex autocatalytic
mechanism’, if one may say so.

Some might say that the de lege mechanism is intellectually
more interesting, similar to a chess game being more inter-
esting than a pure lottery. But passionate lottery players might
reply that they do not care about intellectual interest, if only
they win a large sum of money. We can add here that the de lege
mechanisms correspond to the Darwinian concept of ‘survival
of the ttest’, whereas the de facto mechanisms correspond to
the trivial principle of ‘survival of the survivor’ (see also ref.
334).

Without entering into any further discussion of the many
other suggestions and hypotheses, we conclude here with the
statement that at present there is simply no proof or even
compelling argument to exclude either a de lege mechanism
(involving electroweak parity violation) or a de factomechanism
(by chance). Both are perfectly possible origins of today's
biomolecular homochirality and it remains our task to nd out,
which of the two applies, possibly both under different
circumstances.

6. Conclusion and outlook

Molecular chirality is intimately related to the history of
stereochemistry and our understanding of molecular symmetry,
structure, dynamics, and kinetics. The classical structural
models have explained the stereoselectivity of enzymes in
biology by means of Emil Fischer's key and lock principle and
the empirical nding of the biomolecular homochirality of life.
The initially assumed exact mirror symmetry between the
enantiomers has led to the understanding of the role of parity in
the quantum dynamics of chiral molecules and to the discovery
of the tunnel effect by Friedrich Hund in 1927, in the early days
of quantum mechanics. Parity violation – the violation of the
‘exact’ space inversion symmetry – discovered in high energy
and nuclear physics much later in 1956/57 has introduced
fundamentally new perspectives. It changes our basic concepts
for the stereochemistry, structure and dynamics of chiral
molecules. While tunneling according to Hund's treatment
dominates over parity violation in transiently chiral molecules
such as hydrogen-peroxide (HOOH), the chiral ammonia iso-
topomer (NHDT) or the aniline isotopomer (C6H5NHD), for
example, we know now that for ordinary chiral molecules,
which are stable for days or years, at least, such as CHFClBr,
alanine or other amino acids, sugars etc., parity violation
dominates completely over tunneling and is the decisive factor
for a conceptually correct understanding of their structure and
energetics.

In contrast to the classical picture of van't Hoff with two
symmetrically equivalent enantiomers with exactly equal ener-
gies, there is a small but physically signicant and in principle
measurable energy difference DpvE between their ground states,
resulting in a non-zero reaction enthalpy and free energy for
stereomutation (Section 3.1). The new and much larger orders
of magnitude discovered for this energy difference in our
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10627
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theoretical work from 1995, has in the meantime been
conrmed independently by theoretical work in other groups
and can in this sense be considered to be well established (see
Section 3.3). This has also improved the outlook for spectro-
scopic experiments, which are ongoing (see Section 4), although
still without conclusive results, so far.

However, much of the spectroscopic ground work for such
experiments has been completed by now and one can expect
further most signicant results for all of the possible outcomes
of such experiments:

(1) If experiments conrm the theoretically predicted values
for DpvE, then one can analyse the results of the precision
experiments in terms of the standard model of particle physics
(SMPP) in a range of quantum systems not yet tested in previous
experiments, for example in molecules involving only ‘light’
nuclei up to, say, chlorine.

(2) If one nds, on the other hand, values of DpvE different
from the theoretical predictions, this will lead to a fundamental
revision of current theories for DpvE with even the potential for
‘new physics’. Unexpected surprises are possible.

(3) Finally, a profound experimental and theoretical under-
standing of DpvE in chiral molecules can be a rst step towards
a possible understanding of the implications of parity violation
in the evolution of biomolecular homochirality.

While DpvE is still predicted to be very small, on the order of
aeV to feV for molecules containing only elements from the rst
rows of the periodic system, it can be obtained signicantly and
separately from other effects by means of the concept of
approximate symmetries and constants of the motion.

We have obtained also further results concerning funda-
mental concepts of physical–chemical stereochemistry. The
possible preparation of ‘parity isomers’ of chiral molecules
introduces the structural concept of ‘bistructural’ molecules
(being ‘quantum chameleons’, at the same time R and S
Fig. 35 Three fundamental observations in our world, with so far unexplai
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enantiomers but very different from a ‘racemic mixture’). The
time evolution of the spectra of these bistructural molecules
corresponds to the new intramolecular primary process of
parity change with time arising from parity violation by the
weak nuclear force. The concept of such bistructural ‘chame-
leon-like’ isomers can be extended to other types of isomers and
has potential for quantum technology in the more distant
future. Based on high resolution spectroscopic results, we have
already demonstrated such exotic chameleon states for bis-
tructural syn- and anti-m-D-phenol286–288 and also for different
nuclear spin symmetry isomers (ortho- and para) in ClSSCl.234

We add here a brief discussion going beyond these now well
established results. Charles Darwin is occasionally quoted with
a statement ‘It is as absurd to think about the origin of life as it
is absurd to think about the origin of matter’. However, if we do
start this ‘absurd thinking’ we note three basic ‘asymmetries’ in
our world (Fig. 35). We might consider these as ‘quasi-fossils’
carrying information about the evolution of matter and life.66 It
turns out that the asymmetries C and CP between matter and
antimatter, while experimentally and theoretically known in the
SMPP,380 do not seem to be able so far to explain quantitatively
the current preponderance of matter over antimatter in the
universe.381 There remain open questions on this quasi-fossil
from the origin of matter. Similarly, the observation of the
current ‘homochirality of life’ (with L-amino acids in proteins
and D-sugars in DNA) has contradictory explanations (de facto,
by chance, or de lege – involving parity violation, see Section 5)
and we do not know, which of the explanations is correct. The
interpretation of this quasi-fossil from the origin of life66

remains completely open in spite of much work, which exists
already.

We can nally go beyond these two asymmetries by consid-
ering the general scheme for chiral molecules and their anti-
matter counter parts, in Fig. 36, which can be considered
ned relation to fundamental symmetries and their violation (after ref. 66).

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 36 Stereochemistry with antimatter (using the ‘physical’ notation L and R for enantiomers of ordinarymatter and L* and R* for antimatter) as
a possible test for CPT symmetry, which would require DpvE ¼ DpvE* exactly (after ref. 46, 69, 154 and 382). The graphical background is from
a painting by Ferdinand Hodler (Thuner See mit Spiegelung 1904, SIK-ISEA Archiv No. 9163), which we have used in lectures occasionally to
illustrate CPT violation with matter–antimatter enantiomers.198,254,383 Wewere inspired to this use by the books,104,105 where the painting was used
to illustrate approximate, ‘accidental’ symmetry but without reference to parity violation or CPT in chiral molecules.
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‘antimatter stereochemistry’ (where we use the ‘physical
nomenclature’ L and R for the stereoisomers and L* and R* for
their antimatter counterparts).154 As we have discussed, CPT
symmetry, which so far has never been found violated and is
considered to be exact in the current SMPP requiring the pair of
molecules L and R* to be exactly equivalent energetically (and
similarly for R and L*), could be made the subject of a most
sensitive spectroscopic test using chiral molecules.46,382 This test
would be much more sensitive than other tests that have been
made or proposed so far384–389 (see also ref. 68). The energy level
scheme inserted in Fig. 36 illustrates this test schematically.
When CPT symmetry holds, the energies of the pair (L, R*) on
the one hand and of the pair (R, L*) on the other hand would be
exactly equal by symmetry (dotted lines). By measuring DpvE for
ordinary matter and DpvE* for antimatter stereoisomers using
the scheme of ref. 137 and 382 as outlined in Section 4.2, one
will test for the equality of DpvE and DpvE*, and observing
a signicant difference would prove CPT violation.382 A sensi-
tivity on the order of Dm/m¼ 10�30 was estimated for such a test
on chiral molecules whereas other proposals fall in the range
Dm/m ¼ 10�10 to 10�20. Obviously chiral antimatter molecules
are currently not availably by any realistic approach, but the
production of chiral hydrogen cluster (H2)n or Hm

+ would be
conceivable also for the antihydrogen counter parts,91 anti-
hydrogen atoms having been produced at CERN.389 CPT
symmetry can be related to a ‘non-observable’ which can be
considered to concern the observation of a generalized direc-
tion of time when including antimatter with an absolute chiral
molecular clock for example.65,186,327 Whether a violation of CPT
symmetry will ever be found remains open, but even at the level
of a direction of time in ordinary matter there remains an open
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
question whether the second law of thermodynamics concern-
ing the increase of entropy with time is due to a de lege or a de
facto symmetry violation,46,65,186,327 and there are further inter-
esting alternatives to be mentioned.390 We might refer in this
context to various results and searches on the violation of time
reversal symmetry and also its relation to the observation of the
permanent electric dipole moment of the electron or
neutron384,391–397 expected to be extremely small in the current
SMPP (see also the review in ref. 46). Thus there remain
numerous open questions related to the ‘stereochemistry of
matter and antimatter’ as related to fundamental symmetries.

We conclude here with a brief discussion of the new
perspectives parity violation introduces for stereochemical
nomenclature of chiral molecules, without attempting to
address the many ‘traditional’ misunderstandings, which exist
in this area (see e.g. 4, 13, 100, 107, 324 and 398 for such
discussions), and which started already with the frequent
mistranslation of Pasteur's terminology ‘dissymmetric’ into
English and German texts as asymmetric (while properly it is
‘chiral’). It has been recently suggested that given the lack of
exact mirror symmetry between the enantiomers of chiral
molecules they should strictly not be called ‘enantiomers’ (see
for instance399 but also elsewhere) but rather diastereomers. We
think that such a change is quite unnecessary and even
misleading. Considering the actual practice of the use of
‘enantiomers’ for the corresponding isomers of chiral mole-
cules (such as D-alanine and L-alanine) it refers to the real
substance synthesized, isolated and characterized in the labo-
ratory. We use these names, when ordering such a compound
from a supplier, and the language used is clearly dened in such
a way that we get what we ordered, if the supplier is reliable. At
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643 | 10629
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this point and almost in every place where the term ‘enan-
tiomer’ is used, no mention is made of ‘mirror symmetry’
anywhere. Thus it makes good sense to retain this well estab-
lished usage and ‘practical denition’ of enantiomer as refer-
ring to the real molecule. We know now that these
‘enantiomers’ as a special kind of isomers show only an
approximate mirror symmetry, because parity violation destroys
the exact mirror symmetry. While it is true, that van't Hoff and
most chemists assumed exact mirror symmetry, and this has
entered frequent textbook denitions,400 there is no need to rely
on that, and some statements by Pasteur can be interpreted in
such a way, that he anticipated that the exact mirror symmetry
may not be applicable, thus there is even historical precedent.
Also the etymology of enantiomers of chiral molecules would be
perfectly consistent with removing the ‘exact mirror symmetry’
from the denition. Indeed the ancient Greek 3nansa or 3nansio2
(enanta, enantios) has the meaning of ‘opposite to’ or standing
opposite to each other (like two people looking at each other),
m3ro2 (meros) standing for the ‘parts’ of which the molecules
are made analogous to the use in isomers.46 Thus real enan-
tiomers of chiral molecules would relate to each other like real
le hand and real right hand, not implying mirror symmetry
but implying arrangements of parts as in real le and right
hands, which are not exactly mirror symmetric either. Wemight
note here that already in Kant's statement he notes that the
mirror image is ‘a le hand’ (and not ‘the le hand’) being
obviously aware of the difference between the mirror image of
the right hand, being ‘handed’ similar to le hands, but not
identical to ‘the real le hand’.

In this sense we suggest to simply retain the ‘practical de-
nition’ and usage of ‘enantiomer’, with which we can essentially
retain the use in most of the existing literature except for some
textbook denitions. Even these could be mildly adjusted by
using ‘approximate mirror image’ (or ‘mirror image, except for
effects arising from parity violation’).

One might wonder, whether one should have a terminology
also describing the ‘exact’mirror image, given that enantiomers
are not exact mirror images of each other with the ‘practical
denition’. We would suggest to logically use the word for
mirror and mirror image in ancient Greek (so 8asops9on,
katoptron). Thus the hypothetical mirror image isomer would
become the ‘katoptromer’, which would certainly make sense
from the point of view of etymology. Like the mirror image of
our hand the ‘katoptromer’ is not a molecule in the real world,
but only in the hypothetical mirror world, however.

For the real enantiomers made of antimatter, which are ex-
pected to exist, although so far none has been ever synthesized,
one might simply use antimatter-enantiomers, or in shorthand
AM-enantiomers or amenantiomers.

It has also been suggested (in ref. 399 and elsewhere) that the
pairs (L, R*) and (L*, R) should be strictly called ‘enantiomers’,
using actually a gure in ref. 399 similar to ours in ref. 382 (and
earlier), or in Fig. 36. Considering Fig. 36 this would be to some
extent justied, if CPT symmetry were guaranteed with absolute
certainty (assumed in ref. 399). Again looking at past history,
however, it may be wise to at least allow for a future empirical
nding of CPT violation,382 as indicated by Fig. 36. In this gure
10630 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 10598–10643
we have made use of Hodler's well known painting indicating
an approximate symmetry (in fact only roughly so) between the
le and right part of the landscape. This would be the analog of
the approximate symmetry of L and R (the exact symmetry being
removed by parity violation). On the other hand the mirror
symmetry between the image of the mountain L and the mirror
image R* in the lake may be a much closer symmetry (and
similarly for R and L*). However, the lake not being a perfect
mirror, even that ‘mirror symmetry’ of CPT might not be
perfect. Whether CPT symmetry violation will ever be found is
quite unknown, and many think that there are good reasons to
assume that it will never be found. What one can predict
though, is that if it were found, this would be a discovery of
greatest signicance, overshadowing the discovery of parity
violation by far, and measurements of parity violation in chiral
molecules might play a role in such a discovery in the more
distant future.
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